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1 Abstract

Platelets are anucleated cells that circulate in mammalian blood relentlessly scanning

the vasculature for damage of the endothelial surface. When encountering endothelial

injury, platelets are immediately recruited to form tightly packed thrombi and prevent

excessive bleeding. Once recruited from the blood stream, platelets are generally consid-

ered to be immotile, attaching firmly and spreading on whatever subendothelial matrix

or plasma protein they first encounter. However due to the high platelet density within

a thrombus and the small platelet size, we actually know only very little about the exact

behavior of individual platelets within a forming thrombus. By single cell tracking in

multicolor platelet reporter mice, we demonstrate autonomous locomotion of activated

platelets within their physiological environment. Platelets polarize, become motile and

migrate while undergoing the typical cycles of cell migration established for other cell

types. By quantitative single cell analysis we show that the major intra- and extracellu-

lar factors governing platelet migration include actin-mediated protrusion and integrin-

dependent adhesion formation at the leading edge, balanced by calcium-mediated myosin

IIa-dependent contraction and adhesion release at the trailing edge to maintain polariza-

tion and forward movement. We show that these processes are regulated by the balance

of adhesive and anti-adhesive forces, coordinated by the plasma proteins fibrinogen and

albumin, as well as calcium. Governed by the local adhesiveness of the microenviron-

ment, platelet migration facilitates the redistribution of individual platelets towards

regions of higher adhesiveness, thereby reorganizing thrombi in vivo. Here we identify

anucleated platelets as motile cells and demonstrate autonomous platelet migration as

a platelet function regulating thrombus formation.
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2 Introduction

2.1 The role of platelets during arterial thrombosis

Thrombus formation following vascular injury is an highly regulated, locally restricted

and multi-cellular process requiring precise spatio-temporal regulation of events in order

to prevent excessive bleeding, while at the same time avoiding vascular occlusion (Furie

and Furie, 2008; Engelmann and Massberg, 2013). Platelets are circulating anucleated

cell fragments shed into the blood stream by polyploid megakaryocytes residing in the

bone marrow (Zhang et al., 2012). Approximately 750 billion of platelets circulate in

human blood relentlessly scanning the vasculature for damage of the endothelial surface.

When encountering endothelial injury, platelets are immediately recruited in a well char-

acterized cascade of events including initial platelet tethering and rolling, followed by

platelet activation, adhesion and spreading, eventually leading to fibrin(ogen)-dependent

platelet aggregation and subsequent thrombus retraction (Jackson, 2007) (Figure 2.1).

”‘Tethering”’ describes the initial contact of circulating platelets with the activated,

injured endothelium resulting in deceleration and rolling of platelets. This process is

mainly mediated through binding of the platelet receptors GPVI and GPIb to their

ligands collagen and von Willebrand factor (vWF), respectively (Savage et al., 1998;

Massberg et al., 2003; Bergmeier et al., 2006). By binding to their receptor these lig-

ands trigger signaling cascades converging in activation of integrins (”‘outside-in signal-

ing”’) (Li et al., 2010). Platelets express two major integrins, collagen-binding α2β1

and the most abundant platelet adhesion-receptor αIIbβ3. αIIbβ3 predominately binds

to fibrinogen but also recognizes the ”’RGD”’ binding motif of additional plasma pro-

teins including Fibronectin, vWF and vitronectin (Bennett et al., 2009). Activation of

integrins is a critical prerequisite of firm platelet adhesion. Besides the afore mentioned

contact activation, soluble mediators can trigger platelet activation and subsequent in-

2



2 Introduction

tegrin ligation. As such, Thrombin, a serine protease acts as a potent platelet activator.

Thrombin accumulation at sites of vascular injury is mainly regulated by tissue factor

dependent conversion from its inactive precursor prothrombin. Binding to the g protein

coupled receptors PAR1 and PAR4 (PAR3 and PAR4 in mice, respectively) thrombin

is a strong platelet activator triggering adhesion, secretion, aggregation and thrombus

formation (Weiss et al., 2002; Coughlin, 2005; Dubois et al., 2006; Mangin et al., 2006;

Cornelissen et al., 2010).

Figure 2.1 – Sequential steps of platelet activation.

During a second wave of activation the so called ”‘Secondary Mediators”’ Thrombox-

ane A2 (TXA2) and Adenosine-diphosphate (ADP) are released from platelets (Thomas

et al., 1998). TXA2 is an eicosanoid derived from arachidonic acid and probably re-

leased by the transporter MRP4 (Reid et al., 2003; Jedlitschky et al., 2012). ADP is

a nucleoside-diphosphate stored in ”‘dense granules”’ of platelets which are secreted

upon activation (Gachet, 2008). Both, TXA2 and ADP bind to ”‘G-Protein-Coupled-

Receptors”’ (GPCRs) and amplify thrombus formation by recruiting additional platelets

3



2 Introduction

to the site of injury (Offermanns, 2006). Besides TXA2 and ADP, a plethora of differ-

ent molecules is secreted from intracellular stores. While dense granules mainly contain

low molecular constituents like ADP, ATP, Serotonin and Calcium that directly am-

plify platelet activation, the so called alpha granules store high molecular components

with multiple functions. Plasmaproteins like fibrinogen, fibronectin and von willebrand

factor, to name some of them, directly modulate platelet function during thrombosis,

while coagulation factors, their co-factors, as well as inhibitors, have a major impact

on the initiation and maintenance of the secondary hemostasis (Blair and Flaumen-

haft, 2009). Finally, secretion of alpha granules involves the release of chemokines and

cytokines that were shown to play a major role during inflammatory processes, devel-

opment and angiogenesis, thus highlighting the versatile role of platelets in mammalian

(patho-)physiology (Gleissner et al., 2008). Platelet secretion also triggers the recruit-

ment of additional platelets to the inital platelet monolayer, primarily mediated through

adhesion to von Willebrand factor (Bergmeier et al., 2006). When getting in contact

platelets start to form aggregates which requires the activation of the αIIbβ3 integrin.

Activated αIIbβ3 binds to fibrinogen, the most important molecule bridging adjacent

platelets. Correspondingly, patients with mutated αIIbβ3 often present with bleeding

disorders known as Glanzmann thrombasthenia (Nurden, 2005). However, it is now

well established that efficient thrombus formation requires the concerted action of many

additional molecules modulating platelet aggregation(Denis and Wagner, 2007).

Once an aggregate is formed, interacting platelets start to collectively retract, a process

dependent on acto-myosin contraction (Ono et al., 2008). Simultaneously, a network of

fibrin is generated to stabilize the tightly packed aggregate and to prevent fragmentation

and embolization of thrombi (Chou et al., 2004). Figure 2.1 provides a graphical overview

of the most important steps of thrombus formation.

2.2 Basic principles of cell migration

Migration is the functional property of a cell to change position over time and thus a

critical requirement to spatio-temorally control celluar processes from embryonic devel-

opment throughout the adult life. Consequently, the failure of cells to migrate or its

misguidance to inappropriate locations leads to a wide range of pathologies including

developmental defects, immunodeficiency and cancer metastasis. Even though highly

4



2 Introduction

regulated by a complex interplay of intra- and extracellular factors, cell migration can

be mechanistically described by cycles of four major sequential steps (Lauffenburger

and Horwitz, 1996): (1) extension of a protrusion (leading edge); (2) adhesion to ma-

trix contacts; (3) contraction of the cytoplasm; (4) release from contact sites. Initiation

of these cycles in stationary cells has been shown to result in a characteristic morpho-

logical polarization composed of a steering leading edge lamellipodium and a trailing

cell body (Ridley et al., 2003). Quantitative microscopic analysis of shape variations

of migrating cells revealed insight into the underlying intracellular molecular shape de-

termininants as well as extracellular modifying factors (Keren et al., 2008; Barnhart

et al., 2011). While leading edge morphology was demonstrated to be mainly depend

on actin-polymerization coupled to cell-matrix-adhesion-assembly, the trailing edge of

a migrating cell was shown to be essentially shaped by myosinIIa-mediated contraction

and adhesion-disassembly. Both processes have to be tightly coordinated to efficiently

generate traction force and forward movement and their balance was shown to determine

overall cell shape and speed (Palecek et al., 1997; Gupton and Waterman-Storer, 2006;

Yam et al., 2007; Lammermann et al., 2008). Intracellular mechanisms regulating the

functional segregation of front and rear involve spatially distinct Rho-GTPase-dependent

signalling, trafficking of adhesion receptors towards the leading edge, and localized cal-

cium signals (Fukata et al., 2003; Petrie et al., 2009). The latter has previously been

demonstrated to increase towards the rear of a migrating cell, thereby reinforcing myosin-

dependent adhesion (Brundage et al., 1991; Lee et al., 1999). It is now well established

that the coordination of these intracellular regulators itself largely depends on the bio-

phyical and biochemical composition of the extracellular environment. Thus, various

substrate compositions may have a dramatic effect on the shape and migratory response

of the same cell (Palecek et al., 1997; Gupton and Waterman-Storer, 2006).

5



2 Introduction

Figure 2.2 – Steps of cell migration. Adapted from (Lauffenburger and Horwitz, 1996;
Ladoux and Nicolas, 2012)

2.3 Platelets and cell migration

Platelets posses the anatomic and biochemical machinery to undergo locomotion. Fol-

lowing activation platelets adhere to and spread on adhesive matrices, a prerequisite for

entering the cycle of cell migration (see above). Different groups of adhesion proteins

can mediate this process. While selectins, such as P- or E-selectin predominantly medi-

ate platelet rolling and initial recruitment (Kansas, 1996), integrins support spreading

and firm adhesion to vascular sites of injury (Bennett et al., 2009). Integrins are het-

erodimeric transmembrane receptors, composed of an α and a β subunit, both together

forming an extracellular ligand binding site (Bennett et al., 2009). The extracellular

domain of activated integrins facilitates the tight platelet binding to extracellular pro-

teins like fibronectin, vitronectin and fibrinogen (see above). The cytoplasmic tails of

6



2 Introduction

integrins provide a scaffold for regulatory adaptor proteins necessary for the linkage to

the actin cytoskeleton (Legate and Fässler, 2009). Thus, integrins are physically con-

necting the extracellular matrix to the actin cytoskeleton allowing platelets to generate

mechanical force on their environment - an essential requirement for cell migration.

Generation of forces that drive locomotion depend on both actin polymerization as

well as myosin contraction and the presence of a dense actomyosin network in platelets

has been demonstrated (Lauffenburger and Horwitz, 1996; Bettex-Galland and Luscher,

1959). Just recently the mechanical force generated by this contractile machinery was

measured in individual platelets by atomic force microscopy, revealing forces per cell

volume exceeding those of myoblasts and most migrating cells (Ananthakrishnan and

Ehrlicher, 2007; Lam et al., 2011). Hence, it is well accepted that platelets posses the

basic mechanical machinery to generate traction forces required for forward locomotion.

When spreading on matrix-protein coated substrates, platelets generate isotropic trac-

tion forces pointing towards the cell center (Schwarz Henriques et al., 2012). Similar

traction force profiles have previously been reported for other stationary cells (Burton

et al., 1999). Traction forces of migrating cells typically have an anisotropic distribu-

tion along the cell-substratum contact area. Asymmetry of traction forces is essential for

rapid, polarized cell movement because high traction stresses at the rear promote retrac-

tion, whereas low traction at the front allows protrusion (Lombardi et al., 2007). Polarity

is established by the spatio-temporal reorganization of cytoskeletal components tightly

regulated by a plethora of signaling pathways (Ridley et al., 2003). Even though it has

been demonstrated that intrinsic, purely stochastic variations in actomyosin contractility

might be sufficient to initiate motility (Wedlich-Soldner and Li, 2003; Yam et al., 2007),

many extrinsic cues are well established to trigger and maintain cellular polarity and

directional migration (Petrie et al., 2009). Interestingly, platelets posses many structural

properties to sense their environment implying their ability to migrate. As an example,

platelets express different chemokine receptors that have previously been reported to be

critical for guidance of locomoting cells. Chemokines are a group of proteins with shared

structural characteristics that trigger cellular motility. When offered as soluble or im-

mobilized gradients in vitro and in vivo these molecules are known to induce directional

cell migration, referred to as chemotaxis or haptotaxis respectively (Schumann et al.,

2010; Weber et al., 2013). Importantly, platelets themselves contain chemokines in their

alpha granules that are ligands for their corresponding chemokine receptors (Gleissner

et al., 2008). Thus, chemokine release was proposed to act as feedback mechanisms for

amplification of spatially restricted platelet activation (Gleissner et al., 2008). To elicit
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2 Introduction

a cellular response, external cues like chemokines have to be recognized by and relayed

into the cell. G-protein-coupled receptors are crucial components mediating this signal

transduction. Upon ligation, these seven transmembrane receptors change their confor-

mation thereby allowing the interaction with the appropriate heterotrimeric G-protein

within the cell (Kamps and Coffman, 2005). Each G-protein activates several down-

stream effectors initiating a cascade of signaling events ultimately mediating diverse

cellular functions including directional cell migration (Kamps and Coffman, 2005). It is

well known that platelets express G-protein-coupled receptors and their importance for

regulation of cytoskeleton dynamics has been studied extensively (Offermanns, 2006).

Hence, platelets posses the structural basis for interpreting extracellular guidance cues

as previously described for migrating cells.

These, as well as many other structural characteristics of platelets that imply their ability

to migrate, motivated researchers to investigate platelet locomotion. Lowenhaupt et al.

were the first to study the motility of platelets in vitro (Lowenhaupt et al., 1973). They

loaded capillary tubes with platelet rich plasma and observed outward movement after

incubation in a buffer-filled petri-dish, a method previously used to study macrophage

migration (George and Vaughan, 1962). Stereomicroscopic examination after 18 h of

incubation revealed a movement of discoid platelets out of the tube, a process reinforced

by placing a collagen thread in close proximity to the capillary. Directed patelet move-

ment towards collagen was blocked in the presence of metabolic inhibitors and inhibitors

of actin-polymerization, indicating the active nature of this process (Lowenhaupt et al.,

1977). Based on their results the authors hypothesized that platelet migration might

be involved in the recruitment of platelets to sites of injury. Later, Lowenhaupt et

al. developed a novel 7-compartment chamber, allowing a more quantitative analysis

of platelet chemotaxis towards collagen in the presence of plasma (Lowenhaupt et al.,

1982). Gel-filtered platelets were 111In-oxine labeled and placed into the central com-

partment separated from the other compartments by a filter membrane. When collagen

was added to an end-compartment, platelets left the central compartment and localized

towards this end as measured by an increase of radioactivity (Lowenhaupt et al., 1982).

Based on these experiments the authors concluded that platelet chemotaxis does not

require physical contact with collagen since it was separated from platelets by the filter

membrane. They postulated the existence of soluble ”‘chemotaxins”’ induced by the in-

teraction of collagen with plasma that were able to pass the membrane and guide platelet

movement (Lowenhaupt et al., 1982). Others were using a modified Boyden chamber
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approach, to analyze the translocation of platelets through filter pores of 8 µm of size

(Boyden, 1962; Valone et al., 1974). The Boyden chamber consists of two compartments

separated by a filter membrane with a thickness of 100 µm. Platelets are loaded into

the upper compartment and translocation of platelets into the membrane was quantified

at a depth of 40-70 µm. Platelet movement in this assay was shown to be directional

towards prostaglandins and dependent on temperature, pH, protein-level of the buffer

as well as the absence of calcium and magnesium (Valone et al., 1974). Dependency

on temperature was also reported by others, with maximal migration being observed at

30◦C (Nathan, 1973), 25◦C (Duquesnoy et al., 1975), 22-37◦C (Lowenhaupt et al., 1977)

and 30-37◦C (Valone et al., 1974). It was further demonstrated that anticoagulants used

for platelet and plasma preparation were critically modulating the observed platelet re-

sponses. Lowenhaupt et al. systematically tested various anticoagulants in their assay,

including sodium citrate, ACD, EGTA, Na-EDTA, Mg-Na-EDTA and sodium oxalate

(Lowenhaupt et al., 1977). They obtained the best migratory response when sodium

citrate or ACD was used, while heparin inhibited migration. Most of the initial in

vitro work was performed on isolated platelets of healthy donors in the presence of

unperturbed plasma highlighting migration as a platelet function taking place under

physiologic conditions. Indeed, analysis of platelet migration was proposed as a novel,

sensitive method for assessment of platelet function. As such the microcapillary assays

of Lowenhaupt et al. were capable of detecting anti-platelet activity in serum of pa-

tients with idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura and dogs infected with Erlichia canis

(Duquesnoy et al., 1975; Kakoma et al., 1978). The fact that platelets move towards

collagen resulted in speculations that this process might be important during thrombosis

and wound healing (Lowenhaupt et al., 1973). However, first indirect evidence implying

that platelets might be able to migrate in vivo was observed under inflammatory condi-

tions where platelets have been found outside the vasculature within inflamed tissue. By

performing electron microscopy on lungs in guinea-pigs challenged with intravenous in-

jection of platelet activating factor (PAF) Lellouch-Tubiana et al. detected extravascular

platelets in proximity to bronchial smooth muscle cells (Lellouch-Tubiana et al., 1985).

Further studies investigated the role of platelet migration in non-thrombotic conditions

such as allergic inflammation and asthma (Pitchford et al., 2008). Ovalbumin-sensitized

mice were challenged with aerosolized antigen and platelet translocation was observed by

immunohistochemistry. 30 hours after allergen exposure the authors detected platelets

localized underneath the airway epithelium, a process dependent on antigen-specific IgE

as well as binding to FcRγ. Using the Boyden chamber approach, an antigen-mediated
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directional platelet movement was also demonstrated in platelets isolated from allergic

human donors. Others, performed serial electron microscopic sections to visualize how

platelets exit the vasculature (Feng et al., 1998). In their study acute inflammation was

induced by injecting F-Met-Peptide into the skin of guinea pigs. The authors observed

single platelets outside the blood vessels and inside of large, membrane-lined vacuoles

within endothelial cell cytoplasm, thus proposing a trans-cellular pathway of platelet di-

apedesis. More recently, another study was showing the potential role of F-Met-Peptides

and their corresponding formyl peptide receptor FPR in mediating platelet chemotaxis

in vitro (Czapiga et al., 2004). Extravasation of platelets was also observed in the liver

in response to LPS (Nakamura et al., 1998), where platelets were found in the Disse

space as well as inside of hepatocytes; a process dependent on Kupffer cell-derived IL-

1 and TNF. Finally, CXCL12 a chemokine linked to cardiovascular disease (Doering

et al., 2014), was proposed to be an essential guidance cue of platelet migration in vitro

(Kraemer et al., 2010, 2011; Schmidt et al., 2011, 2012).

2.4 Aims of the thesis

Taken together the above studies suggest that platelets recruited to vascular injuries

or sites of inflammation can change their position. However, direct visual evidence of

whether platelet migration occurs in a physiological context in vivo has not been demon-

strated and fundamental questions regarding the underlying cell biological mechanisms

still remain unaddressed. This has resulted in a general skepticism as to whether true

autonomous migration of platelets exists in the mammalian organism.

Here, we aim to develop a novel imaging approach allowing the dynamic visualization

of individual platelets during thrombus formation in vitro and in vivo. Based on the

established imaging platform we aim to study the basic cell biological mechanisms un-

derlying platelet migration. We aim to critically challenge our observations by verifying

the well accepted concepts of cell migration. Finally, we aim to define the relevance of

platelet migration in vivo in the context of thrombosis.
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3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Mice

PF4-Cre (Tiedt et al., 2006), R26R-Confetti (Snippert et al., 2010) and C57Bl/6 -mice

were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory and maintained and cross bred at our

animal facility. PF4-Cre/MYH9fl/fl -mice were a gift of Dr. Gachet. GPIIB-/--mice

were a gift of Dr. Frampton (Emambokus and Frampton, 2003). GPIB-IL4R-mice were

a gift of Dr. Ware (Kanaji et al., 2002). Experiments were performed at the age of

10-20 weeks. All procedures performed on mice were approved by the local legislation

on protection of animals (Regierung von Oberbayern, Munich).

3.2 Inhibitors and blocking antibodies

For inhibition αIIbβ3, migration assays were performed in the presence of non-specific

linear RGDS peptides (200µM, Biomol). RGES (200µM, Biomol) was used as negative

control (Basani et al., 2001). To analyze the dynamic platelet response following αIIbβ3

inhibition, human platelets were allowed to spread and to migrate for 15 min before

adding 10µg/ml C7E3-Fab (Reopro, Lilly), a blocking β3-specific Fab-fragment (Coller,

1985). To exclude the involvement of αvβ3 experiments were performed in the pres-

ence of the specific blocking antibody LM609 (30µg/ml, Merck Millipore). To inhibit

actin polymerization in migrating platelets, platelets were allowed to spread and migrate

for 5 min and subsequently treated with 2µM Cytochalasin D (Sigma) (Casella et al.,

1981). MyosinIIa was inhibited pharmacologically by adding Blebbistatin(-) (Cayman

Chemical) (5µM or 50µM) to the buffer. Blebbistatin(+) (Cayman Chemical) was used

as negative control (Lammermann et al., 2008). Extracellular calcium was removed by
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adding 100mM of citrate to the experiment. Intracellular calcium was depleted by in-

cubating platelets with BAPTA-AM (10µM or 30µM, Molecular Probes) for 30 min at

37◦C, as previously reported (Inoue et al., 2003).

3.3 2P-IVM of thrombus formation and bone marrow

megakaryocytes

Animals were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of a solution of midazolame (5

mg/kg body weight; Ratiopharm), medetomidine (0.5 mg/kg body weight; Pfizer), and

fentanyl (0.05 mg/kg body weight; CuraMed Pharma GmbH) as described previously

(Massberg et al., 2002) and supplied with oxygen. Mice were placed in a lateral position

to allow careful immobilization of the ear-pinnae (ventral side up) to a custom-built

imaging platform using 30G-needles, as previously reported (Stark et al., 2013). A

3mmx3mm piece of dermis was carefully removed to expose small subcutaneous veins.

Two injury models were used to subsequently induce thrombus formation. We either

mechanically injured the vessel wall with a 30G needle or disrupted the vascular in-

tegrity by focusing a high power laser-beam of our two-photon microscope onto the

vessel wall. Both injury models, triggered the exposure of subendothelial collagen as

well as the accumulation of Fibrin(ogen) at the site of injury (Fig. 4.4) and are estab-

lished models to study hemostasis (Stalker et al., 2013). To exclude passive platelet

movement imitated by migrating leukocytes, we depleted leukocytes by i.p. injection of

anti-Ly-6G (150µg/mouse 24h and 4h prior to injury; clone RB6-8CG5, eBioscience) and

anti-CD45 (100µg/mouse 24h prior to injury; clone 30-F11, eBioscience) (Wulf et al.,

2002; Daley et al., 2008). Depletion efficiency was locally controlled by injection of fluo-

rescently labeled (PE) anti-CD45 (eBioscience) and anti-Ly-6G (eBioscience) following

the experiment and white blood cells were counted using an automated cell counter

(ABX Micros ES60, Horiba Medical) (Fig. 3.1). Images were acquired using a Trim-

scopeII multi-photon imaging platform (LaVision Biotech) on an upright Olympus stand,

enclosed in a custom-built incubator maintaining 37◦C. Images were acquired using a

Plan-Apochromat 20x/1.0 numerical aperature (NA) objective (Carl Zeiss Imaging) with

saline as immersion medium. Fluorescent signals were collected using 4 external/non-

descanned photomultipliers (PMTs). For imaging of Confetti fluorescence the following

filter combination was used: mCFP was collected with a 480/40 nm bandwidth and
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520nm longpass filer, cYFP with a 535/30 nm bandwith and the same 520nm longpass

filter and cRFP with a 605/70 nm bandwidth and 560nm longpass filter. Fluorescence

excitation was provided by a Chameleon Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent) tuned to 910nm

for simultaneous excitation of cYFP, cRFP and mCFP and generation of collagen sec-

ond harmonic signal. 800 nm excitation wavelength was used for imaging of CFDA-SE,

DDAO-SE, Alexa 488 and Alexa 546 using the same laser. Z-stacks were recorded with

2µm step-size and time series were captured with 1 frame every 5 s, unless otherwise

specified. To visualize megakaryocytes in PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti -mice we performed

2P-IVM of the mouse calvarian bone marrow, as previously described (Zhang et al.,

2012). To get access to the frontoparietal skull, the scalp of an anesthetized mouse is

incised in the midline. A plastic ring is inserted in the incision to spread the skin and

to allow application of sterile physiologic saline solution to prevent drying of the tis-

sue. During these procedures the animal’s head is immobilized in a customized plexiglas

stage equipped with a stereotactic holder. Imaging is performed using the multiphoton

imaging platform as described above.

Figure 3.1 – Depletion of circulating white blood cells by i.p. injection of anti-CD45 (clone
30F11) and anti-Ly6G (clone RB6-8C5). control: n=10; depletion: n=13; p-values<0.05
indicate significance; wilcox-test; scale bar= 10µm.

3.4 Assessment of thrombus architecture after ferric

chloride exposure

FeCl3 injuries of carotid arteries were performed as previously described (Massberg

et al., 2003). In brief, C57BL/6J recipient mice were anesthetized and fluorescence-

tagged platelets (DDAO-SE, CFDA-SE, Molecular Probes) from PF4-Cre- and PF4-
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Cre/MYH9fl/fl- mice were infused intravenously into the tail vein of recipient mice. To

visualize fibrinogen deposition, Alexa 546 labeled Fibrinogen (150µg/mouse) (Molecular

Probes) was co-infused. Thereafter, the common carotid artery was dissected free and

a filter paper (0.5x1.0 mm) saturated with 10% FeCl3 was applied to the adventitial

surface of the vessel for 3min. Occlusion of the vessel was monitored by epi-fluorescent

microscopy using a Zeiss Axiotech microscope (water immersion objective, W 20//0.5;

Carl Zeiss Imaging). Two hours after injury, vessels were excised, immediately rinsed

with PBS, embedded in OCT, and frozen at -80◦C. The carotid artery was cut with

a cryotome into sections of 5 µm thickness. Specimens were fixed with 4% formalin

for 4 min, washed in PBS and a coverslip was placed by mounting medium (DAKO).

Images were acquired using a Zeiss Axio Imager M2 epifluorescent microscope with a

Plan Apochromat 20x/0.8 air objective and an AxioCam MRm camera (Carl Zeiss Mi-

croscopy). Image processing and analysis was performed using FIJI (Schindelin et al.,

2012). A low-pass Gaussian filter of the radius 0.5 µm was first applied to all images

to suppress the noises while retaining the platelet and fibrinogen signal. The thrombus

region was then determined by manually masking the image in the brightfield chan-

nel. A Background subtraction was then performed using the ”‘rolling ball”’ algorithm

(size=20px). Thrombi were manually segmented into zones of equal area based on the

fibrinogen (Alexa 546) intensity (Fig. 3.2). Binary images of the centroids of DDAO-SE

and CFDA-SE positive platelets were co-localized with each thrombus zone and counted

using the Analyze Particles option of FIJI. Fibrinogen-dependent platelet redistribution

was calculated by subtracting the mean global platelet density (non-segmented throm-

bus) from the mean platelet density at high fibrinogen areas (segmented thrombus).

The fraction of migration-dependent platelet redistribution towards higher fibrinogen

concentrations was calculated by: [(density of redistributed migrating platelets (PF4-

Cre)) - (density of redistributed non-migrating platelets (PF4-Cre;MYH9fl/fl)]/[density

of redistributed migrating platelets (PF4-Cre)]*100.
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Figure 3.2 – Segmentation of Thrombi. The intensity based segmentation of thrombus
zones of different fibrinogen concentration is shown. Area fractions are assigned to the
corresponding values of the histogram (Alexa 546 labeled Fibrinogen).

3.5 Confocal imaging of platelets and megakaryocytes

isolated from PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti-mice

Isolated washed platelets were incubated on fibrinogen coated coverslips (100µg/ml) in

the presence of 0.1U/ml bovine Thrombin for 20min at 37◦C and subsequently imaged

without prior fixation. Megakaryoctes were isolated as previously described (Mazharian

et al., 2011). Bone marrow cells were isolated from femurs and tibias of mice by flush-

ing, and cells were linage depleted using immunomagnetic beads (Linage depletion kit,

Miltenyl Biotec). The purified population was cultured in 2.6% serum-supplemented

StemPro medium with 2mM l-glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin, and 20 ng/mL of

murine stem cell factor at 37◦C under 5% CO2 for 2 days. Cells were then cultured

for a further 4 days in the presence of 20 ng/mL of stem cell factor and 50 ng/mL of

TPO. After 4 days of culture in the presence of TPO, the cell population was enriched

in mature MKs using a 1.5%/3% BSA gradient under gravity (1g) for 45 minutes at

room temperature. Megkaryocytes from PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti -mice were allowed to
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spread on fibrinogen coated coverslips (100µg/ml) for 6h at 37◦C and imaged without

prior fixation. Images were captured on an inverted Zeiss LSM 780 confocal microscope

using a Plan-Apochromat 100x/1.46 oil-immersion objective (Carl Zeiss Imaging).

3.6 Isolation and live staining of human and murine

platelets

Human blood was drawn from the cubital vein of healthy voluntary donors into a sy-

ringe containing 1/7 volume of Acid-Citrate-Dextrose (39 mM citric acid, 75 mM sodium

citrate, 135 mM dextrose; ACD). Whole blood was diluted 1:1 with modified Tyrode’s

buffer (137 mM NaCl, 2.8 mM KCl, 12 mM NaHCO3, 5.5 mM glucose, 10 mM Hepes,

pH=6.5) and centrifuged with 70 g for 30 min at room temperature with the break

switched off. The supernatant contains the platelet rich plasma (PRP), either used for

experiments or transferred into a second tube to prepare washed platelets. Platelets were

washed by further diluting PRP (1:3) with PGI2 (0.1 µg/ml, Abcam) - containing, mod-

ified Tyrode buffer (pH=6.5) followed by centrifugation with 1250 g for 10 min at room

temperature. The pellet was then carefully re-suspended in modified Tyrode’s buffer

(pH=7,4) and platelets were counted with an automated cell counter (ABX Micros ES60,

Horiba Medical). Mouse blood was drawn intra-cardially from anesthetized (isoflurane

(Delt Select GmbH), fentanyl i.p. (0.05 mg/kg body weight; CuraMed Pharma GmbH))

mice and processed as described for human platelets. In some cases washed platelets

were stained with either 4.5 µM CFDA-SE (Carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl

ester, Molecular Probes) or 4.5 µM DDAO-SE (CellTrace Far Red, Molecular Probes)

for 30 min at room temperature, followed by additional washing with modified Tyrode’s

buffer (pH=6.5).

3.7 Plasma and serum preparation

Platelet poor plasma (PPP) was isolated from human or mouse anti-coagulated whole

blood (ACD 1:7) and diluted in modified Tyrode’s buffer (pH=7.4) (1:1); followed by

centrifuation with 1750 g for 10 min at room temperature. PPP from the supernatant
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was either used for experiments or further processed to generate serum. PPP was in-

cubated with bovine thrombin (1U/ml, Sigma) for 30 min at room temperature to

initiate coagulation. Fibrin was removed from the solution by centrifugation (2000 g, 15

min, room temperature) and thrombin activity was blocked by adding 2U/ml Lepirudin

(Refludan, Schering) and 40 µM PPACK (D-Phenylalanyl-prolyl-arginyl Chloromethyl

Ketone, Enzo Life Science). To determine the protein concentration of serum, Brad-

ford assays were performed (Quick Start Bradford Protein Assay, Bio-Rad) using bovine

serum albumin (BSA) as protein standard. Absorbance at 595nm was measured using a

monochromator-based microplate reader (Synergy Mx, BioTek). In some experiments,

serum was further processed. To heat-denature serum proteins, samples were incubated

at 37◦C, 50◦C, 70◦C and 90◦C (Thermomixer, Eppendorf) for 30 min and cooled down

to room temperature prior to the experiment. To fractionate serum by size and to

remove low molecular components, dialysis was performed against PBS using dialysis

cassettes of 2 kDa molecular weight cut-off (Slide-A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassettes, Thermo

Scientific).

3.8 Preparation of platelet supernatants

Supernatants of collagen-activated platelets were generated from PRP preincubated with

10 µg/ml fibrillar collagen (Chrono-Log) for 20 min at 37◦C. Some preparations were

performed in the presence of 2 U/ml apyrase (New England Biolabs) and 10 µM In-

domethacin (Sigma) or vehicle (Succinate buffer, Ethanol). Activated platelets were

removed by centrifugation at 9000 g for 10 min and PPP containing the platelet re-

leasate was used for experiments.

3.9 Preparation of cover-slip and migration buffer

To generate adhesive substratess for the in vitro analysis of platelet adhesion, spreading

and migration, glass cover-slips (No. 1.5, D263T, Nexterion) were prepared according

to the following protocol. Cover-slips were acid washed (20% HNO3) for 1 hour at room

temperature and thoroughly rinsed in ddH2O for another hour (Giannone et al., 2004).

Freshly cleaned coverslips were air-dried by spin-coating (KLM SCI, Schaefer) at 90
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rps for 10 s, silaned with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS, Sigma Aldrich, Germany) and

subsequently spin-coated at 80 rps for another 30 s to ensure homogeneous silanization

(Palecek et al., 1997).

Figure 3.3 – The spin-coating process (adapted from Jones et al. (1999)).

Migration buffer containing modified Tyrode’s buffer (pH=7.4) was supplemented with

adhesive proteins (PPP or serum/fibrinogen (Sigma) or rHSA (Sigma)/fibrinogen), platelet

activators (collagen (Chromo-Log) or platelet-releasate or purified ADP (Sigma)/U46619

(Tocris Bioscience)) and divalent cations (calcium or magnesium or manganese) at the

concentrations indicated in Results. If not otherwise stated the following concentrations

were used: serum (1500 µg/ml), rHSA (1500µg/ml), fibrinogen (150 µg/ml), collagen

(10 µg/ml), calcium (200 µM), ADP (4 µM), U46619 (2 µM). A plastic ring was glued

to the pretreated cover-slips to build a custom made migration chamber (Lammermann

et al., 2008). The chamber was filled with migration buffer and incubated for 5 min at

room temperature (for the immobilization of collagen fibers (200 µg/ml) slides were in-

cubated for 2h at room temperature and washed with Tyrode’s buffer pH=7.4). Within

these 5 min proteins from the supernatant adsorbed to the cover slip to build an homoge-

neous protein layer (Fig. 4.22) (Turbill et al., 1996) and either washed platelets or PRP

were added to the migration buffer to reach a final concentration of 10x103 platelets/µl.

Platelet spreading and migration were subsequently observed using time-lapse video

microscopy.

3.10 Characterization of plasma coated surfaces

AFM measurements were carried out on a Dimension 3100 AFM with a Nanoscope IV

controller (Bruker, Santa-Barbara, California) in ambient conditions. The measurements

were performed in tapping mode, to minimize abrasion of the molecule layer by the

AFM tip. Silicon cantilevers (NSC 35 AIBS C, Mikromasch, Estonia) with a nominal
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resonance frequency of 150 kHz, spring constant of 4.5 Nm-1, and tip diameter of less

than 10 nm were used (Davydovskaya et al., 2012). Immunostainigs of fixed plasma

coated coverslips were performed using the following primary antibodies (anti-fibrinogen

(ab34269, Abcam) , anti-vWF (ab6994, Abcam) , anti-fibronectin (ab2413, Abcam)).

Slides were incubated with antibodies for 1h at room temperature, washed with PBS

and stained with Alexa 488 labeled secondary antibodies (Molecular Probes) for another

hour.

3.11 Flow chamber assay

To observe platelet migration under flow conditions circular glass cover-slips (30 mm,

Bioptechs) were pretreated as described above and placed into a parallel plate flow

chamber (FCS2, Bioptechs). Coverlips were incubated with migration buffer (tyrode’s

buffer pH=7.4, serum (1500 µg/ml), fibrinogen (150 µg/ml), ADP (4 µM) / U46619

(2 µM)) and washed platelets (10x103 platelets/µl) were added after 5min. Once fully

spread the flow-chamber was perfused with migration buffer (shear rate: 1300/s) using

a recirculating air pressure pump (Ibidi) and migration was observed using time-lapse

microscopy.

3.12 Time-lapse video microscopy

Differential interference contrast (DIC) movies (1frame every 12s) were recorded on an

automated inverted IX83 Olympus microscope with an UPlan 40x/1.0 oil-immersion

objective (Olympus) and a cooled CCD camera (XM10, Olympus). The microscope was

equipped with a stage incubator (37◦C, humidified) (Tokai Hit).

3.13 Tracking protocol

Spreading and migrating platelets were manually counted and tracked using the ”‘Man-

ual Tracking”’ or the ”‘MTrackJ”’ plugin in FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012; Meijering et al.,
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2012) and the fraction of migrating platelets was calculated by dividing the total num-

ber of spreading platelets by the number of migrating platelets. The pseudonucleus of a

migrating platelet served as a morphological landmark for tracking. Platelets covering a

distance ≥1 platelet diameter were classified as migrating. Single cell velocities were only

measured for freely migrating platelets, not in contact with neighboring platelets. In

some experiments, the straightness of migration was calculated by dividing the Euclidean

distance of migration by the accumulated distance of migration. The directionality to-

wards a vessel injury was quantified by the forward migration index (FMI), defined by

the ratio of the fractional displacement along the line connecting starting point of migra-

tion and injury and the total accumulated distance of migration; maximal directionality

= 1; minimal directionality = -1. The duration of platelet migration is plotted in respect

to the initial starting-point within the observation time and duration effective / duration

max defines the ratio of the effective duration of migration or spreading and the maxi-

mum duration possible in respect to the initial starting-point. For representation of in

vivo migration tracks the starting points were normalized to zero and plotted in respect

to the direction of blood flow or the localization of the vessel injury. To illustrate the

localization of platelet migration in the context of micro-thrombus formation, migra-

tion tracks of individual platelets from independent experiments were manually aligned,

scaled and depicted in respect to the site of injury and the thrombus core region. Migra-

tion dependent micro-aggregate formation was measured by counting aggregates (≥ 2

platelets) during the course of the migration assay (30 min, Image size=900x690 pixel

(114x86 µm) (8-bit)). Platelets were manually tracked in MTrackJ and the positions of

single platelet centroids were represented as closed white circles with opacity adjusted

to 50% (diameter=20px, gray-value=184) (Meijering et al., 2012). During aggrega-

tion, circles were overlapping and thus the opacity further decreased (gray-value≥185).

Platelet-aggregates were classified based on the increased grey value (≥2 platelets, gray-

value≥185) and counted automatically. Heat maps illustrating retraction speed were

generated using QFSM software (Mendoza et al., 2012).

3.14 Shape analysis

We performed an unbiased, systematic analysis of platelet shapes to analyze the morpho-

logical variations of migrating and non-migrating platelets without pre-selecting partic-
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ular shape measurements (e.g. area, cell-diameter...). Platelet shapes were represented

as polygonal outlines and principal component analysis (PCA) was performed to ex-

tract principal modes of shape variation along which to measure each platelet (Fig.

3.4). Platelet shapes from DIC movies were manually masked and converted into bi-

nary images using FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012). Polygonal outlines were extracted

from masks and sampled at evenly spaced 200 points. To ensure, that all polygons

were orientated equally, an algorithm based on Procrustes analysis was used to rotate

and translate the polygons until corresponding points were optimally aligned. Next, we

used the pseudonucleus as a characteristic landmark defining the rear of a migrating

platelet. The pseudonuclei were manually marked in FIJI and extracted to another set

of binary images. This additional landmark was also used in the Procrustes procedure

and improved the alignment. Finally the alignment was manually verified. Aligned

contours were further analyzed by principle component analysis (PCA). The princi-

ple components, scaled by the standard deviation of the analyzed population for each

mode of shape were depicted. To explore whether the classified shape modes allow the

discrimination of functionally distinct platelet subpopulations (e.g. migrating vs. non-

migrating), platelet polygons were arrayed in a scatterplot. Finally, the following cellular

characteristics were measured based on shape modes detected by PCA: (1) Area in µm2

(mode 1) and (2) Aspect Ratio = long axis/short axis (mode 2). In some experiments

polygon curvature was measured as an approximation of membrane roughness. The av-

erage of the absolute values of the pointwise curvature of the contour is computed over

a specified range, and multiplied by the contour length over the same range. Absolute

values must be used because otherwise positive and negative curvatures would cancel

out; the sum is multiplied by the arc length to make the measurement scale-invariant.

All algorithms are implemented in the ”‘Celltool”’ software package (Pincus and The-

riot, 2007). To analyze the spatio-temporal coordination of leading-edge protrusion and

trailing edge retraction kymographs were extracted along the central axis of migrating

platelets.

3.15 Fura-2 imaging

Platelets were loaded with 5 µM Fura-2/AM (Invitrogen) at 37◦C 25 minutes before

imaging. Fura-2 images were taken on an inverted iMIC2 (Fei) stand equipped with
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Figure 3.4 – Platelet shape analysis. Sequential steps of shape analysis as measured by
Principle Component Analysis are depicted. More detailed information can be found in
the text and Pincus and Theriot (2007).

a climate chamber (37◦C, humidified) (Ibidi) and using an UplanSApo 60x/1.35 oil-

immersion objective (Olympus). 340nm and 380nm filters were used for the excitation

of Ca2+-bound Fura-2 and Ca2+-free Fura-2, respectively and emission at 510 nm was

captured with an EMCCD camera (iXon 897, Andor), gain=120. Time-lapse movies

were recorded with a frame rate of 1/30 s. Image processing was performed as previously

published by using ImageJ (Kardash et al., 2011; Tsai and Meyer, 2012). A mask image

to separate platelets and the background was created by manually drawing the platelet

contour in the brightfield image. Background subtraction was performed using the

”‘rolling ball”’ algorithm. To determine intracellular Ca2+ ocillations, the ratio images

(Ca2+-bound/Ca2+-free) were created by dividing the images generated using 340 nm

over 380 nm excitation of Fura-2.
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3.16 Immunofluorescence of pMLC and αIIbβ3

Polarized, migrating or spread, non-migrating platelets were fixed at 37◦C in 1% paraform-

aldehyde for 10 minutes. Platelets were washed three times with PBS and incubated

with 2% Glycin (Roth) for 5min, followed by incubation with 0.2% Triton X-100 (Fluka)

and 3% bovine serum albumin (Roth), to permeabilize the cells and to block unspecific

binding, respectively. For pMLC (Ser19) staining, cells were incubated for 1h at RT

with primary antibodies (1:50, # 3671, Cell Signaling) followed by 1h at RT with sec-

ondary antibodies (goat anti-rabbit IgG Alexa 488, 1:200, A11008, Molecular Probes).

For αIIbβ3 staining, platelets were incubated for 1h at RT with primary antibodies (1:50,

HIP8, Abcam) followed by 1h at RT with secondary antibodies (goat anti-mouse IgG

Alexa 488, 1:200, A11001, Molecular Probes). Activated αIIbβ3 was stained in live cells

during migration for 20min (PAC1-FITC, 1µg/ml, BD) followed by incubation for 1h

at RT with secondary antibodies (rabbit anti-FITC Alexa 488, 1:200, A11090, Molec-

ular Probes). Filamentous actin was stained by Rhodamin-Phalloidin (1:40, Molecular

Probes). Images were captured on a Zeiss LSM 780 confocal microscope using a Plan-

Apochromat 100x/1,46 Oil DIC objective (Carl Zeiss Imaging).

3.17 pMLC Westernblot

Washed human platelets, resuspended in migration buffers were activated in the pres-

ence or absence of 100 mM citrate. In some experiments platelets were pretreated with

BAPTA-AM (10 µM). After the indicated time points platelet suspensions were cen-

trifugated at 1900g for 8 min at RT in a microcentrifuge. Obtained platelet pellets were

lysed in ice cold RIPA buffer (20 mMTris-HCl-pH 7.5, 150 mMNaCl, 1 mM EDTA,

1 mM EGTA, 1% IGEPAL, 2.5 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 1mM β-glycerophosphate,

Pierce) containing protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails (cOmplete Mini, EDTA-

free, Roche and Halt Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail, Pierce). After incubation on ice

for 15 min insoluble cell debris were removed by centrifugation at 16,000g for 15 min at

4◦C in a tabletop microcentrifuge, protein concentrations were quantified using Bio-Rad

DC protein assay reagents and an appropriate amount of supernatants containing 40 µg

total protein was mixed with 1/5 volume of 5x Laemmli sample buffer containing 5%

2-mercaptoethanol, heated at 95◦C for 5 min and subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide elec-
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trophoresis under reducing conditions using precast Novex 4-20% Tris-Glycine gradient

gels (Life Technologies). Resolved proteins and prestained standards were transferred to

nitrocellulose membranes (Life Technologies) by using a Semi-Dry Transfer Unit (Sigma

Aldrich), probed with an antibody directed against phosphorylated Myosin Light Chain

(1:1000, Abcam) and the signal was normalized for that of total Myosin Light chain

using an antibody against Myosin Light Chain (1:1000, Cell Signaling Technology).

Immunreactive protein bands were detected using horseradish peroxidase-labeled sec-

ondary antibodies (1:2000, Cell Signaling Technology) and enhanced chemiluminescence

Western blotting detection reagents (Perkin Elmer).

3.18 Statistical analysis

T-tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were performed after data were confirmed to

fulfill the criteria of normal distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov-test), otherwise Kruskal-

Wallis tests or Wilcox-rank-sum test were applied. If overall ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis

tests were significant, we performed a post hoc test (Tukey-HSD for ANOVA and Wilcox

rank sum post hoc test for Kruskal-Wallis, respectively. Analyses were performed with

R (http://www.r-project.org/).
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4.1 In vivo tracing of single platelets during thrombus

formation reveals yet unidentified motility pattern

Platelet-rich thrombi are rapidly formed following vascular injury and spatially coor-

dinated platelet-platelet interactions are required for preventing extensive blood loss.

Two-photon intra-vital microscopy provides a powerful tool to study the dynamics of

cell-cell-interactions with high spatial resolution deep within tissue and was recently

demonstrated to permit visualization of thrombus formation in several vascular injury

models (Koike et al., 2011; von Brühl et al., 2012). However, due to the small size and

the high number and density of individual platelets within a hemostatic thrombus, dy-

namical analysis on a single platelet level is technically challenging. In order to overcome

this problem and to trace individual platelets and their interactions within thrombi in

vivo, we generated a multicolor platelet reporter mouse. R26R-Confetti were cross-bred

with megakaryocyte/platelet-specific PF4-Cre-mice to generate PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti

or PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti -mice (Tiedt et al., 2006; Snippert et al., 2010). After Cre-

mediated recombination the R26R-Confetti -Reporter stochastically drives expression of

one of the four fluorescent proteins mCFP, nGFP, cYFP or cRFP (Snippert et al.,

2010). Megakaryocytes are polyploid cells with mean ploidy levels of 16N (Corash et al.,

1987). Thus, megakaryocytes express more than one R26R-Confetti-transgene and Cre-

recombination results in combinatorial expression of multiple fluorescent proteins (Livet

et al., 2007) (Fig. 4.1). Indeed, when we examined PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti -mice, we

detected co-expression of multiple colors in individual megakaryocytes resulting in dis-

tinct combinatorial XFPs (Fig. 4.2). Most importantly, color diversity was retained on

a platelet level, permitting unique single cell contrast within tightly packed platelet rich

thrombi in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 4.3).
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Figure 4.1 – Principle of multicolor labeling of megakaryocytes and platelets using the
PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti -mouse model.

Figure 4.2 – Confocal sections of megakaryocytes isolated from PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti -
mice (left penal). Intravital 2-photon microscopy of the calvarian bone of PF4-Cre/R26R-
Confetti -mice. Note that our imaging setup could not detect GFP-positive nuclei.
SHG=Second Harmonic Generation. Scale bar=20µm.
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Figure 4.3 – Left panel: Confocal sections of spreading platelets isolated from PF4-
Cre/R26R-Confetti -mice. CFP, YFP and RFP are co-expressed and result in combi-
natorial XFP expressions. Note that single platelets have distinct coordinates in RGB-
colorspace. Right panel: Distinct colorization permits single platelet tracing within ag-
gregates formed in vitro (confocal microscopy) and in vivo (2-photon-microscopy). Scale
bars=10 µm

Using PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti -mice, we analyzed the spatio-temporal dynamics of throm-

bosis on a single platelet level in two different models (needle and laser-induced injury)

by intravital two-photon microscopy (2P-IVM; Fig. 4.4). At early stages of thrombus

formation, platelets roll in the direction of blood flow, followed by adhesion and the

formation of loosely packed aggregates of discoid platelets (Fig. 4.5, Movie 1) (Maxwell

et al., 2006). Platelets subsequently adopt a spherical shape and jointly retract, lead-

ing to the collective centripetal translocation of adjacent platelets towards the centroid

of injury (Fig. 4.6, Movie 1). Recurring cycles of these steps eventually generated a

multilayered thrombus with a stable core region and less densely packed platelets at

the periphery (Fig. 4.6) (Stalker et al., 2013). Interestingly, when individual platelets

were monitored over a time course of ≈ 2-10 min we observed additional as yet un-

described motility patterns: Single adherent platelets in the periphery of a thrombus

remained motile and rearranged their position independent of the collective contractile

movement, suggesting autonomous motility ( Fig. 4.7 and Movie 1). The mean velocity

of these platelets was significantly lower and migration paths were less straight compared

to platelet rolling and clot retraction (Fig. 4.8). The directionality was independent of

blood flow and platelets were able to migrate against the shear stress, suggesting that this

is an active process rather than a passive translocation (Fig. 4.7). Migration tracks were
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not directed at the localization of the injury, suggesting that the local micro-environment

surrounding individual platelets provides the primary signal controlling their migration

(Fig. 4.7, Fig. 4.9). Together, the above findings provide the first in vivo evidence

of platelet migration within the thrombus, facilitating spatio-temporal re-localization of

individual platelets.

Figure 4.4 – Injury models of thrombus formation in the microcirculation of the ear.
Needle-Injury was induced using a 30G needle and a z-scan of the vessel surface shows
the localized injury. Laser-Injury was induced by focusing the laserbeam of the 2-photon
microscope on the vessel wall. Note the destroyed collagen architecture (SHG) and the
accumulation of fibrinogen/fibrin at the site of injury (Fbg-Alexa488) in both injury mod-
els. Fibrin(ogen) is inhomogeneously distributed around the injury with a maximum at
the center of the lesion, as highlighted by the color-coded intensity of Alexa-488-labeled
fibrinogen. Dashed lines indicate the vessel wall. Scale bar=50µm.
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Figure 4.5 – Upper panel: Visualization of platelet tethering/rolling using intravital 2-
photon-microscopy of PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti -mice. Platelet tracing is highlighted by
the white line. Lower panel: Directionality plots of rolling platelets. Platelet tracks are
orientated with respect to the direction of the blood flow (pink arrow). Scale bar=10µm.

Figure 4.6 – Visualization of clot retraction using intravital 2-photon-microscopy of PF4-
Cre/R26R-Confetti -mice. Vector maps are overlaid (white arrows); heat maps show re-
traction speed. Dashed white line highlights the injury. Scale bar=10µm.
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Figure 4.7 – Visualization of platelet migration using intravital 2-photon-microscopy of
PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti -mice. Migrating platelets are highlighted by arrow-heads and
migration paths are indicated as white lines. Directionality plots of migrating platelets are
shown and platelet tracks are orientated with respect to the injury (pink circle) (lower) or
direction of the blood flow (pink arrow) (upper). Scale bar=10µm.

Figure 4.8 – Quantification of velocity and straightness (euclidean distance / accumulated
distance) of rolling, retracting and migrating platelets. Directionality was measured by
the forward migration index (FMI). Each dot represents a single platelet. rolling: n=30
pooled from 4 experiments; retraction: n=115 pooled from 2 experiments; migrating:
n=27 pooled from 11 experiments). Red bars = mean. Kruskal-Wallis/Pairwise Wilcox.
SHG=Second Harmonic Generation; NI=Needle-Injury; LI=Laser-Injury. ∆t indicates
mean observation time.
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Figure 4.9 – Migration tracks of individual platelets were manually aligned, scaled and
depicted in respect to the site of injury and the thrombus core region. Please note the
preferential localization at the outer border of the injury and the thrombus core region.

4.2 Spreading platelets are motile and have a distinct

shape

To address the patterns and mechanisms of platelet migration in greater detail in vitro,

we added platelet-rich plasma (PRP) to coverslips precoated with fibrillar collagen plus

plasma (see Material and Methods). By differential interference contrast (DIC) mi-

croscopy we visualized individual platelets and collagen fibers in vitro (Fig. 4.10).

Platelets that encountered collagen fibers immediately started to spread and recruited

additional platelets from the supernatant, forming immotile micro-aggregates. In con-

trast, spreading platelets that did not contact collagen fibers rearranged their morphol-

ogy and became motile, migrating until reaching a collagen fiber and/or a collagen-bound

immotile micro-aggregate (Fig. 4.10).
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Figure 4.10 – Platelets polarize and migrate on immobilized plasmaproteins in the pres-
ence of collagen fibers. Platelets spreading on plasmaproteins and fibrillar collagen after
30min of incubation were visualized by DIC microscopy. Time lapse movies of motile
platelets were subsequently recorded. Motile platelets (arrowhead) were either incorpo-
rated into a micro-aggregate (*) (upper left) or stuck to collagen fibers (lower left). Motility
was observed in mouse (left) as well as human (right) platelets. Scale bar=10µm.

During initiation of migration, platelets undergo a stereotypic cascade of morphologi-

cal changes occurring irrespective of the initial platelet size (Fig. 4.11 and Movie 2).

Platelets first spread, developing a fried-egg-like shape with high circularity (aspect-

ratio ≈1) (Fig. 4.11). Subsequently, platelets polarize by protruding one side of the

lamellipodium and simultaneously retracting the opposite side. (Fig. 4.11). During this

process the pseudonucleus moves from the center to the rear of the platelet. At the

same time, the aspect ratio increases to approximately 2, as the now migrating platelet

adopts a half moon shape (Fig. 4.11).

To quantify the above morphological changes, we used an approach previously described

for migrating fish keratocytes, which closely resemble the morphodynamic changes of

migrating platelets (Keren et al., 2008). Briefly, we defined the cell shape by principal

components analysis of aligned cell outlines from a large platelet population containing

both spread, non-migrating platelets and polarized, migrating platelets. Approximately

82% of the total shape variation within the studied population was captured in two
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orthogonal shape modes, approximately representing cell area (mode 1; 63% of total

shape variability) and the cell’s aspect ratio (mode 2; 19% of total shape variability)

(Fig. 4.12). The largest shape variability represented by mode 1 (63% of total shape vari-

ability) is unable to separate spread, non-migrating from polarized, migrating platelets

(Fig. 4.12), indicating that the variability of cell area is similar in both populations. In

contrast, mode 2 (19% of total shape variability) clearly separates both groups, whereas

the higher shape modes were also mainly overlapping (Fig. 4.12). Consequently, circu-

larity (mode 2) is the key morphological feature separating spread, non-migrating from

polarized, migrating platelets. This is consistent with our initial morphological obser-

vation, that once getting motile platelets change their shape predominately by loosing

circularity developing a characteristic fan shaped lamellipodium (Fig. 4.11). In most

eukaryotic cells shape change and maintenance are active cellular processes requiring

assembly and disassembly of actin filaments (Rafelski and Theriot, 2004; Pollard and

Cooper, 2009). Cytochalasin D is a potent, cell-permeable inhibitor of actin polymer-

ization by binding to the barbed ends of actin filaments (F-actin) and thereby inhibiting

actin subunit (G-actin) addition (Casella et al., 1981; Fox and Phillips, 1981). When

we added cytochalasin D, a potent, cell-permeable inhibitor of actin polymerization,

platelets immediately stopped migrating, followed by shrinkage of the leading-edge (Fig.

4.13 and Fig. 4.14 and Movie 2). This indicated that actin polymerization is not just

an indispensable requirement for initial platelet spreading (Olorundare et al., 1992), but

also essential for maintaining platelet migration. In line with this observation, single

platelet analysis revealed an immediate stop of the leading-egde protrusion followed by

a decrease in the centroid velocity, after incubation with cytochalasin D (Fig. 4.13). Due

to lamellipodial shrinkage the projected platelet area decreased and membrane rough-

ness increased, leading to a more irregular platelet shape (Fig. 4.13). Shape analysis

of a large platelet population revealed a significant shift towards smaller areas (Fig.

4.14). Importantly, these morphological changes resulted in an immediate, complete

inhibition of platelet migration (fraction of migrating platelets=0%; Fig. 4.15), while

platelet spreading was initially maintained (Fig. 4.15). Hence, platelet locomotion is

an active process initiated by a cascade of morphological changes that depend on actin

polymerization.
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Figure 4.11 – Spreading platelets polarize in vitro. Upper panel: DIC microscopy reveals
the sequential steps of polarization from a circular-spreading platelet (0s) to a fan-shaped-
migrating (600s) platelet. Arrowheads indicate the pseudonucleus being relocated to the
trailing edge after platelet polarization. These processes occur independent from platelet
size (Platelet 1 > Platelet 2) Scale bar= 5µm. Lower panel: Color-coded time sequence
of the platelet outline. Note, that rear retraction is slightly faster than front protrusion,
resulting in an increase of the aspect ratio. Aspect ratio, proportional increase in area
and centroid velocity were continuously recorded over a time span of 720 seconds. Scale
bar=5µm.
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Figure 4.12 – Platelets actively migrate in vitro by adapting a characteristical shape.
Left: Polarized, migrating platelets were quantitatively discriminated from spreading, non-
migrating platelets by shape. Smooth density histograms displaying area and aspect ratio
(x-axis) as a density function (y-axis). p-values<0.05 indicate significance; paired t-test
(Area, Aspect Ratio). Right: DIC images of representative platelets before and after
polarization (upper left). Upper right: The mean shape and the principal modes of shape
variability are shown for the spreading-non-migrating, the polarized-migrating and the
pooled platelet population; measured platelet numbers are indicated. For each shape mode
of each platelet population the mean shape and the first and second standard deviation
is shown. The contribution of each shape mode to the total shape variation within the
population is indicated in %. Each shape mode is assigned to a characteristic morphological
parameter: area and aspect-ratio. Scale bar=5µm. Lower left: Scatter plots arraying
spreading-non-migrating and polarized-migrating platelets by SD-normalized shape mode
1 and 2. Scale bar=25µm. Lower right: Smooth density histograms displaying shape
modes, area, aspect ratio (x-axis) as a density function (y-axis). Notice the similarity in the
population-shift when measuring mode 2 and aspect ratio. The table shows mean±SD; p-
values<0.05 (red) indicate significance; paired t-test (mode1, mode2, mode3, Area, Aspect
Ratio).
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Figure 4.13 – Platelet migration critically depends on actin-polymerization. DIC time
series of a representative Cytochalasin D (Cyto D) (2µM) treated platelet, spreading on
immobilized plasma-proteins (upper panel); Scale bars=5µm. The color-coded platelet
outlines (time) and the corresponding kymograph reveal the immediate stop of platelet
migration (arrow) and the subsequent shrinkage of the lamellipodium (lower left). Trac-
ing of x/y-Ratio, Area, Centroid-velocity, normalized curvature over time (lower right).
Platelets were pooled from n=5 experiments.

Figure 4.14 – The mean shape for vehicle and Cytochalasin D treated platelets is shown;
Scale bar=5µm (left panel). Smooth density histograms displaying shape modes, area
and aspect ratio before and after Cytochalasin D treatment; the table shows mean±SD;
p-values<0.05 (red) indicate significance; platelets were pooled from n=5 experiments;
paired wilcox test (left panel).
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Figure 4.15 – Total number of spreading and migrating platelets per experiment, fraction
of migrating platelets before and after Cytochalasin D (2µM) treatment. Platelets were
pooled from n=5 experiments; error bars=SEM; paired t-test.

4.3 The soluble platelet activators TXA2 and ADP

cooperate to trigger platelet chemokinesis

Platelet migration was only observed when platelets were not in direct contact with col-

lagen fibers (Fig. 4.10). Nevertheless, migration was virtually absent when collagen was

completely removed (Fig. 4.11). Collagen is known to trigger the release of secondary

platelet mediators (Atkinson et al., 2001; Nieswandt et al., 2001). Hence, we hypothe-

sized that migration of platelets without physical contact to collagen might require prim-

ing through paracrine soluble mediators released by platelets interacting with collagen.

To test this, we examined platelet migration on plasma-coated but collagen-free cover-

slips in the presence of supernatant from either collagen-activated or resting platelets

(for details see Materials and Methods). The supernatants of collagen-activated, but

not of resting platelets facilitated platelet spreading and significantly enhanced platelet

migration (Fig. 4.16A).
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Figure 4.16 – Collagen induced ADP and TXA2 secretion triggers platelet chemokine-
sis. A, Time-lapse movies of migrating platelets were recorded in the presence of condi-
tioned platelet supernatants generated with or without activation by fibrillar collagen (+/-
fCol) and in the presence or absence (+/- Ap/Ind) of Apyrase (2U/ml) and Indomethacin
(10µM) . The total number of spreading and migrating platelets per experiment, fraction
of migrating platelets and migration velocity are depicted. Platelets were pooled from
n=4 experiments: -fCol: n=54, +fCol: n=57, -Ap/Ind: n=83, +Ap/Ind: n=27; red bars
indicate mean velocity; error bars=SEM; student’s t-test. B, Duration of single platelet
migration (left panel) and single platelet spreading (right panel) was plotted in respect
to the initial starting-point within the observation time of 65 min. The duration index is
defined as the ratio of the effective duration of migration or spreading and the maximum
duration possible in respect to the initial starting-point. Red bars indicate mean; platelets
were pooled from n=4 experiments: -Ap/Ind: n=83, +Ap/Ind: n=27; student’s t-test.

Previous studies have shown that activation by collagen induces ADP secretion from

platelet dense granules, as well as formation and subsequent release of Thromboxane A2

(TXA2) (Packham et al., 1991; Ryningen et al., 1999). Pretreatment with indomethacin

and apyrase (to inhibit TXA2 formation and to degrade ADP, respectively) prior to

collagen exposure significantly attenuated the effect of platelet supernatants on both

platelet spreading as well as migration (Fig. 4.16A and Movie 3), with a significant

reduction in the durability of both processes (Figure 4.16B). Correspondingly, a stop

of migration indeed often preceded a termination in spreading on the single platelet

level (Fig. 4.17). Platelet shape did not significantly differ between the groups (Fig.
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4.18). These findings have two major implications: one, migration depends on spreading

and two, collagen-induced ADP and TXA2 release is sufficient to prime and enhance

both processes. We next tested whether purified ADP and/or U46619 (a stable TXA2

analogue) could compensate for the absence of collagen. Indeed, the combination of

ADP (4µM) and U46619 (2µM) induced platelet migration at an extent resembling

that observed in the presence of supernatants from collagen-activated platelets, while

ADP or U46619 alone had only moderate effects (Fig. 4.19 and Movie 3). TXA2-

activated platelets release ADP (Paul et al., 1999) and ADP in turn induces platelet

TXA2 release (Packham et al., 1989; Jin et al., 2002). To better understand the nature

of the synergistic action of ADP and TXA2 we next examined platelet migration induced

by U46619 (2µM) in the presence or absence of apyrase (2U/ml). The total number of

spreading and migrating platelets in response to U46619 was significantly reduced in

the presence of apyrase compared to control, while the fraction of migrating platelets

remained constant (Fig. 4.20). In contrast, in response to ADP the number of spreading

platelets remained unchanged, independent of whether or not TXA2 generation was

blocked by indomethacin (10 µM), suggesting ADP as primary trigger of spreading in

our setting (Fig. 4.21A). However, the fraction of migrating platelets was significantly

reduced when TXA2-signaling was abolished (Fig. 4.21A), implying TXA2 as a critical

signal inducing migration. Correspondingly, the TXA2 analogue U46619 (2µM) rescued

defective ADP-induced platelet migration in the presence of indomethacin (Fig. 4.21A).

U46619 also increased the number of spreading platelets compared to ADP activation

alone (Fig. 4.21A,B), indicating that TXA2 amplifies ADP-induced spreading, even

though it is not sufficient to induce this process by itself.
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Figure 4.17 – Quantification of single platelet dynamics in the presence or absence of
apyrase/indomethacin treated supernatants. Representative DIC time series of migrating
platelets incubated with conditioned supernatants generated from activated platelets in
the presence and absence of Apyrase (2U/ml) and Indomethacin (10µM) (upper panel).
Lower panel: Color-coded time sequence of the platelet outline from above. The corre-
sponding kymograph indicates the leading- and trailing edge movement during platelet
polarization and migration. Aspect ratio, proportional increase or decrease in area, cen-
troid velocity and normalized curvature were continuously recorded over the time span
of migration. Note, that duration of migration was reduced by ≈50% in the presence of
Apyrase/Indomethacin treated supernatants. Purple arrows indicate the initial drop of
the platelet area. Importantly, the centroid velocity initially remained constant and only
dropped with a timely delay. Scale bar=5µm.
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Figure 4.18 – Shape analysis of platelets migrating in the presence or absence of
apyrase/indomethacin treated supernatants. Shape analysis of Apyrase/Indomethacin-
treatment: Upper panel: The mean shapes are shown for the indicated groups and the
measured platelet numbers are depicted. Lower panel: Smooth density histograms display-
ing area, aspect ratio and normalized curvature (x-axis) as a density function (y-axis). The
table shows mean±SD; p-values<0.05 (red) indicate significance; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox.

Figure 4.19 – A, Representative DIC time series of migrating platelets in the presence
of ADP (4µM) and TXA2 (2µM) (upper left). Total number of spreading and migrating
platelets per experiment, fraction of migrating platelets and the migration velocity were
quantified for platelet activation by ADP and TXA2 at the indicated concentrations (in
µM). Platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; red bars indicate the mean velocity;
error bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD; scale bar = 5µm. B, Duration of single platelet
migration was plotted in respect to the initial starting-point within the observation time
of 65 min. The duration index is defined as the ratio of the effective duration of migration
and the maximum duration possible in respect to the initial starting-point. Red bars
indicate mean; platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; n.s. indicates no significance;
Kruskal-Wallis.
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Figure 4.20 – A, Total number of spreading and migrating platelets per experiment,
fraction of migrating platelets and the migration velocity were quantified for platelet mi-
gration after activation by U46619 (2µM) in the presence or absence of Apyrase (2U/ml).
Platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; red bars indicate the mean velocity; error
bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD. B, Platelets from A, were further analyzed for duration
of migration as described for Fig. 4.19B; platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; red
bars indicate mean; ANOVA/TukeyHSD.
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Figure 4.21 – A, Total number of spreading and migrating platelets per experiment,
fraction of migrating platelets and the migration velocity were quantified for platelet mi-
gration after activation by U46619 (2µM) in the presence or absence of Apyrase (2U/ml).
Platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; red bars indicate the mean velocity; error
bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD. B, Platelets from A, were further analyzed for duration
of migration as described for Fig. 4.19B; platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; red
bars indicate mean; ANOVA/TukeyHSD.

4.4 Platelet migration is αIIbβ3 integrin dependent

But what substrate are platelets migrating on? Since interaction with collagen fibers

does not promote but rather terminates platelet migration, we hypothesized that im-

mobilized plasma proteins form the surface promoting platelet migration in vitro (Fig.

4.10). Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) confirmed that plasma-coating of cover slips

provided a ≈15nm thick homogeneous substrate layer with surface variations of ≈6nm,

compared to the native untreated coverslips with major surface peaks of ≈50nm (most

likely representing dust) (Fig. 4.22). Immunosstaining also confirmed the presence of

immobilized plasma proteins (Fig. 4.22).
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Figure 4.22 – Surface characterization of plasma coated cover slips. A, Surface topog-
raphy of an uncleaned and a plasma-coated coverslip was measured by atomic force mi-
croscopy. Note, that after cleaning and coating slides are covered by a homogeneous,
≈15nm thick surface layer with only small height variations of ≈6nm, while larger ir-
regularities (≈50nm) (most likely representing dust) were removed. B, The presence of
immobilized plasmaproteins relevant for platelet adhesion and spreading was confirmed
by immunostainings for Fibrinogen (Fbg), Fibronectin (Fn) and von Willebrandt Factor
(vWF). Scale bar=5µm.

Adhesive interactions with plasma proteins are predominately mediated by platelet in-

tegrins (-β1, -β3) and the vWF-binding complex (GPIb-IX-V) (reviewed in Denis and

Wagner, 2007). While platelets from β1 integrin-deficient and GPIb-ILR4 mutant mice

spread and migrated normally, αIIb integrin-deficient platelets did not develop lamel-
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lipodia but only short filopodia (Mccarty et al., 2004), and did not show spreading or

migration (Fig. 4.23). This indicates that αIIbβ3 integrin is indispensable for spread-

ing and migration of mouse platelets. It is also critical for spreading and migration of

human platelets. Correspondingly, we found activated αIIbβ3 integrin homogeneously

distributed over the leading edge of migrating human platelets (Fig. 4.24). Compared

to unactivated αIIbβ3 integrin, the activated form was localized in clusters (Isenberg

et al., 1987) (Fig. 4.24). In the presence of non-specific linear RGDS peptides block-

ing β-integrins, the number of spreading human platelets is significantly reduced with

a decrease in both mean platelet area and aspect ratio (Fig. 4.25A,C). This defect

in spreading is associated with a significant reduction also of platelet migration (Fig.

4.25A,B). The few platelets that still manage to migrate despite the presence of RGDS

do so only for a short duration (4.25B). Platelets from a patient with Glanzmann throm-

basthenia further demonstrated a critical role of αIIbβ3 integrin for platelet spreading

and subsequent migration (Fig. 4.26). While these findings supported a role of αIIbβ3

integrin for platelet-matrix interactions required for migration, they did not allow us

to discriminate whether αIIbβ3 primarily induces spreading thereby setting the stage

for migration, or rather directly mediates migration. To address this, we allowed hu-

man platelets to spread and migrate before adding C7E3-Fab (10µg/ml), a blocking

β3 integrin-specific Fab-fragment . After C7E3-Fab exposure, platelets immediately

stopped migrating while still maintaining their spread morphology for several minutes

(Fig. 4.27), suggesting that migration is instantly blocked despite the persistence of

platelet spreading. In contrast, inhibition of αvβ3 integrin had no effect (Fig. 4.28).

Together, this identifies a critical and active role of αIIbβ3 integrin in the process of

platelet migration.
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Figure 4.23 – Migration of murine platelets is αIIbβ3 -integrin-dependent. A, Upper
row: Representative DIC images and corresponding color-coded time series of migrating
platelets isolated from mice with altered adhesion receptors are shown as indicated. GPIIb-
deficient platelets did not spread and only formed short filopodia (white arrow head). Scale
bar=5µm.

Figure 4.24 – Immunofluorescence of αIIbβ3 integrin. Left panel: Confocal sections of
human isolated spreading (upper) and migrating (lower) platelets stained for actin (phal-
loidin, red) and GPIIb (HIP8, green).Right panel: Confocal sections of human isolated
spreading (upper) and migrating (lower) platelets stained for actin (phalloidin, red) and
activated GPIIb (PAC1, green). Scale bar=5µm.
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Figure 4.25 – Platelet migration in the presence of linear RGDS peptides. A, Represen-
tative time series of human migrating platelets treated with RGDS (inhibitory peptide)
and RGES (negative control). B, The total number of spreading and migrating platelets
per experiment and the fraction of migrating platelets was quantified. n=4 experiments;
error bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD; scale bar=10µm. Duration of single platelet mi-
gration was plotted in respect to the initial starting-point within the observation time of
65 min. The duration index is defined as the ratio of the effective duration of migration
and the maximum duration possible in respect to the initial starting-point. Platelets were
pooled from n=4 experiments; red bars indicate mean; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox. C, Shape
analysis of RGDS treatment: Upper panels: The mean shapes are shown for the indicated
groups and the measured platelet numbers are depicted. Scale bar=5µm. Lower panels:
Smooth density histograms displaying area, aspect ratio and normalized curvature (x-axis)
as a density function (y-axis). The table shows mean±SD; p-values<0.05 (red) indicate
significance; area, aspect-ratio: student’s t-test; curvature: wilcox test.
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Figure 4.26 – Morphology of platelets isolated from a patient with Glanzmann thrombas-
thenia. Platelets isolated from a Glanzmann patient were seeded on plasmaprotein coated
coverslips. Note, that only a small fraction of platelets formed unstable lamellipodia (black
arrow head) and only extended short filopodia (white arrow head).
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Figure 4.27 – Platelet migration in the presence of β3 integrin-blocking C7E3-Fab. A, Left
panel: Representative DIC time series of migrating platelets before and after treatment
with C7E3-Fab (10 µg/ml) and control-Fab (10 µg/ml). Fab-fragments were added after
15 min of platelet migration (highlighted in pink). The black arrow head indicates the
complete shrinkage of lamellipodia after ≈15min of C7E3-Fab treatment. Scale bar=5µm.
Right panel: The total number of spreading and migrating platelets per experiment and the
fraction of migrating platelets was quantified before and after treatment. n=3 experiments;
error bars=SEM; paired t-test. B, Analysis of single platelet dynamics after C7E3-Fab-
treatment at higher spatial and temporal resolution. Upper: DIC time series. Note,
that after treatment platelets immediately stopped migrating (black dashed line) and only
started to shrink with a lag time of ≈1min. Lower: Corresponding color-coded time
series of the platelet outline. The kymograph highlights the immediate stop of migration
after treatment (pink arrow), while leading edge shrinkage followed with a timely delay.
Measurements of the leading edge velocity and platelet area further revealed the time delay
of lamellipodium shrinkage as indicated by the width of the pink bar. Scale bar=5µm.
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Figure 4.28 – Platelet migration in the presence of αvβ3 integrin-blocking antibody.
Time series of platelets migrating in the presence of 30µg/ml anti-αvβ3 integrin antibody
(LM601). Quantification of the total number of spreading and migrating platelets per ex-
periment, fraction of migrating platelets and migration velocity did not reveal a significant
difference compared to the control group. Platelets were pooled from n=2 experiments;
red bars indicate mean velocity; error bars=SEM; student’s t-test.

4.5 Platelet migration depends on adhesive and

anti-adhesive plasma components plus extracellular

calcium

Since the fibrinogen receptor αIIbβ3 integrin acts as the platelet adhesion receptor medi-

ating migration, we replaced plasma by different concentrations of fibrinogen (Materials

and Methods). Under these conditions, we observed robust spreading but no migration

of platelets (Fig. 4.29), indicating the requirement for additional serum factors. When

we reconstituted purified fibrinogen (150µg/ml) with various concentrations of serum

the number of spreading platelets decreased with increasing serum concentration and no

spreading was observed at 12,5mg/ml (Fig. 4.30A,B). At the same time the absolute

number and fraction of migrating platelets was increasing with a peak at 3000 µg/ml

(Fig. 4.30A,B). However, at higher serum concentrations (6250µg/ml) the duration of

platelet migration was significantly lowered. Consequently, the mean accumulated dis-
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tance of platelets migrating at this serum concentration remains unexpectedly short,

despite their higher velocity (Fig. 4.30C,D). Morphologically, the increase in migration

in response to serum was paralleled by an increase in platelet polarity as defined by an

increase in the aspect ratio (Fig. 4.31). By time lapse microscopy we observed that

platelets that start to migrate in response to serum develop membrane fluctuations at

the leading edge, previously described as ruffles (Fig. 4.30A, Movie 1), translating into

an increase in the normalized platelet curvature (Fig. 4.31). Membrane ruffling typi-

cally identifies membrane protrusions that are less efficiently anchored to the substrate

and therefore continuously retracted (Borm et al., 2005; Gupton and Waterman-Storer,

2006), suggesting that increasing serum concentrations lower the substrate adhesiveness.

To address whether the serum-to-fibrinogen ratio rather than absolute concentrations of

serum components modulate platelet migration, we next modified the absolute fibrinogen

concentration while maintaining a constant absolute serum concentration (1500µg/ml).

Increasing the fibrinogen concentration and hence lowering the serum-to-fibrinogen ra-

tio reduced migration while increasing spreading (Fig. 4.32). While migration velocities

were decreasing at higher fibrinogen concentrations, the mean duration of migration was

increasing, resulting in a constant mean accumulated migration distance (Fig. 4.32).

Titration of fibrinogen concentrations mainly modified the normalized curvature, while

the aspect ratio remained unaffected (Fig. 4.31). Together with the above findings this

indicates that membrane ruffling is mainly determined by the serum-to-fibrinogen ratio,

while the polarization depends on the absolute serum concentration. To better compare

both dilution series we plotted our measurements in respect to the serum-fibrinogen-ratio

rather than the absolute protein concentrations (Fig. 4.34). The ratio-curves had the

same tendency in all measurements (Fig. 4.34): low ratios supported platelet spreading

and blocked migration, while higher ratios supported platelet migration and reduced the

number of spreading platelets. However, at low-intermediate serum-fibrinogen-ratios,

migration was significantly more efficient when higher absolute serum concentrations

were present (Fig. 4.34; ratio=5:1; Serum 1500 µg/ml : Fbg 300 µg/ml > Serum 750

µg/ml : Fbg 150 µg/ml). Importantly, this correlated with an even more pronounced

increase in platelet polarization (aspect ratio and normalized curvature). Based on these

observations we propose two distinct serum-dependent premises for platelet migration:

One, serum has to be present at a minimum absolute concentration to facilitate platelet

cytoskeletal rearrangement and polarization. Two, the serum-to-fibrinogen ratio has to

be sufficiently high to establish the required low substratum adhesiveness required for

promoting subsequent migration.
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Figure 4.29 – Platelets do not migrate on purified fibrinogen. Total number of spreading
and migrating platelets per experiment were quantified for the indicated fibrinogen concen-
trations. Pooled from n=3 experiments; error bars=SEM; n.s.=not significant (p≥0.05);
ANOVA/TukeyHSD.

Figure 4.30 – Serum regulates platelet migration. A, Representative DIC micrographs
of serum concentrations as indicated and related kymographs. Note the smooth platelet
membrane at low serum concentrations. B, Total number of spreading and migrating
platelets per experiment and fraction of migrating platelets were quantified for the indi-
cated treatments. The fibrinogen concentration in the assay was adjusted to 150 µg/ml
for all groups. Pooled from n=4 experiments; error bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD. C,
Duration of single platelet migration was plotted in respect to the initial starting-point
within the observation time of 65 min. The duration index is defined as the ratio of the
effective duration of migration and the maximum duration possible in respect to the ini-
tial starting-point. Platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; red bars indicate mean;
ANOVA/TukeyHSD. D, Quantification of single platelet migration velocity and of the ac-
cumulated distance at indicated serum concentrations; platelets were pooled from n=4
experiments; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox.
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Figure 4.31 – Shape analysis of migrating platelets at various serum concentrations.
The mean shape for the indicated serum concentrations is shown ; Scale bar=5µm (upper
panel). Smooth density histograms display area and aspect ratio and normalized curvature
at indicated serum concentrations; the table shows mean±SD; p-values<0.05 (red) indicate
significance; platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox (lower
panel).
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Figure 4.32 – Fibrinogen regulates platelet migration. A, Representative DIC micro-
graphs of fibrinogen concentrations as indicated and related kymographs. Note the smooth
platelet membrane at high fibrinogen concentrations. B, Total number of spreading and mi-
grating platelets per experiment and fraction of migrating platelets were quantified for the
indicated treatments. The serum concentration in the assay was adjusted to 1500 µg/ml
for all groups. Pooled from n=4 experiments; error bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD. C,
Duration of single platelet migration was plotted in respect to the initial starting-point
within the observation time of 65 min. The duration index is defined as the ratio of the
effective duration of migration and the maximum duration possible in respect to the ini-
tial starting-point. Platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; red bars indicate mean;
ANOVA/TukeyHSD. D, Quantification of single platelet migration velocity and the accu-
mulated distance at indicated fibrinogen concentrations; platelets were pooled from n=4
experiments; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox.
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Figure 4.33 – Shape analysis of migrating platelets at various fibrinogen concentrations.
The mean shape for the indicated fibrinogen concentrations is shown ; Scale bar=5µm (up-
per panel). Smooth density histograms display area, aspect ratio and normalized curvature
at indicated fibrinogen concentrations; the table shows mean±SD; p-values<0.05 (red) in-
dicate significance; platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox
(lower panel).

Figure 4.34 – The serum-fibrinogen-ratio modulates platelet migration. p-values<0.05
(red) indicate significance; wilcox
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But what is the nature of the serum factor(s) required for platelet migration? Serum

proteins are known to gradually denature at temperatures ranging from 50 ◦C to 100
◦C (Takeda et al., 1989). Incubating serum for 30 min at 50 ◦C resulted in reduced

platelet migration and higher temperatures further decreased the fraction and velocity

of migrating platelets (Fig. 4.35). With respect to platelet morphology, heat inactiva-

tion predominantly reduced the normalized curvature of platelets, whereas the aspect

ratio remained unaffected (Fig. 4.36). Based on this observation at least two serum

components predetermined platelet shape and migration: one component, most likely

a protein, which is heat-sensitive and primarily affects the normalized curvature, and

a second component that is heat-insensitive and modulates the aspect-ratio. Albu-

min, the most abundant protein in serum, denatures at temperatures ≥50 ◦C (Takeda

et al., 1989) and has previously been shown to compete with fibrinogen in absorption

to surfaces thereby modulating platelet adhesion (Nonckreman et al., 2010). To test

the role of albumin on platelet migration, we replaced serum by recombinant human

serum albumin and monitored platelet motility. Albumin alone was not sufficient to

induce platelet migration (Fig. 4.37); however, it increased the normalized curvature of

platelets, suggesting that it lowered their substrate adhesiveness (Fig. 4.38). In search

of the additional serum component(s) required for migration, we next fractionated the

serum by size (see Materials and Methods). Dialysis of ≤2kD molecular weight com-

ponents substantially diminished platelet migration without affecting platelet spreading

(Fig. 4.39). In contrast to denaturation, dialysis of serum resulted in a robust decrease of

the aspect ratio, while the normalized curvature remained more or less unaffected (Fig.

4.40). Since dialysis removes divalent cations, which are known to play a critical role in

platelet biology, we reconstituted dialyzed serum with calcium. The presence of 100µM

calcium was sufficient to recover platelet migration (Fig. 4.39) and also reestablished the

aspect ratio (Fig. 4.40). However, calcium alone in the absence of dialyzed serum was

unable to promote platelet migration, providing further evidence that at least two serum

components are required (Fig. 4.39). Since albumin (affecting normalized curvature)

and calcium (modulating aspect ratio) control different morphological aspects of platelet

migration, we tested whether they synergize and are sufficient to promote and maintain

migration. When we combined albumin (1500 µg/ml; normalized curvature ≈ 12) with

calcium, the aspect ratio increased reaching a peak at 200µM (Fig. 4.42). This increase

in polarization translated into an increase in platelet migration despite the absence of

serum (Fig. 4.41). Hence, by quantitative morphological single cell analysis, we identi-

fied two prototypical platelet shape parameters, normalized curvature and aspect ratio,
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that can be assigned to two distinct serum components, albumin and calcium, acting

together to promote platelet migration (Fig. 4.43).

Figure 4.35 – Platelet migration in the presence of heat-inactivated serum. Total number
of spreading and migrating platelets per experiment were quantified. Before starting the
migration assay, serum was heated for 30 min at the indicated temperatures; pooled from
n=4 experiments; error bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD. Quantification of single platelet
migration velocity at indicated temperatures of heat-inactivation of serum; platelets were
pooled from n=4 experiments; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox.

Figure 4.36 – Shape analysis of migrating platelets in the presence of pre-treated serum
(30min heat-inactivation with temperatures as indicated). The mean shape for the indi-
cated temperatures is shown; Scale bar=5µm (upper panel). Smooth density histograms
display area, aspect ratio and normalized curvature at indicated temperatures; the table
shows mean±SD; p-values<0.05 (red) indicate significance; platelets were pooled from n=4
experiments; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox (lower panel).
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Figure 4.37 – Albumin on its own is insufficient to restore platelet migration in the
absence of serum. Total number of spreading and migrating platelets per experiment and
fraction of migrating platelets were quantified for the indicated treatments.pooled from
n=3 experiments; error bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD. Quantification of single platelet
migration velocity in the presence of serum, albumin-rich (1500µg/ml) and albumin-poor
buffer (0µg/ml); platelets were pooled from n=3 experiments; ANOVA/TukeyHSD.

Figure 4.38 – Shape analysis of migrating platelets in the presence of serum, albumin-
rich (1500µg/ml) and albumin-poor buffer (0µg/ml). The mean shape is shown for each
group; Scale bar=5µm (upper panel). Smooth density histograms display area, aspect ratio
and normalized curvature for each group; the table shows mean±SD; p-values<0.05 (red)
indicate significance; platelets were pooled from n=4 experiments; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox
(lower panel).
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Figure 4.39 – Platelet migration requires the presence of extracellular calcium. Total
number of spreading and migrating platelets per experiment and fraction of migrating
platelets were quantified for the indicated treatments.pooled from n=3 experiments; error
bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD. Quantification of the single platelet migration veloci-
ties for the indicated groups ; platelets were pooled from n=3 experiments; ANOVA/-
TukeyHSD.

Figure 4.40 – Shape analysis of migrating platelets in the presence of serum, dialyzed
serum (2kD), calcium-rich (100µg/ml) dialyzed serum (2kD) and serum-free calcium-rich
(100µg/ml) buffer. The mean shape is shown for each group; Scale bar=5µm (upper panel).
Smooth density histograms display area, aspect ratio and normalized curvature for each
group; the table shows mean±SD; p-values<0.05 (red) indicate significance; platelets were
pooled from n=3 experiments; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox (lower panel).
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Figure 4.41 – Platelet migration requires the presence of extracellular calcium. To-
tal number of spreading and migrating platelets per experiment and fraction of mi-
grating platelets were quantified for the indicated calcium concentrations in the pres-
ence of 1500µg/ml albumin. pooled from n=3 experiments; error bars=SEM; ANOVA/-
TukeyHSD. Quantification of the single platelet migration velocities for the indicated cal-
cium concentrations; platelets were pooled from n=3 experiments; ANOVA/TukeyHSD.

Figure 4.42 – Shape analysis of migrating platelets in the presence of extracellular cal-
cium. Upper: Representative DIC micrographs of migrating platelets in the presence of the
indicated extracellular calcium concentrations. Experiments were performed in the pres-
ence of 1500µg/ml human serum albumin. Lower: Shape analysis of migrating platelets in
the presence of the indicated calcium concentrations. Human serum albumin = 1500µg/ml.
The mean shape for each concentration is shown ; Scale bar=5µm. Smooth density his-
tograms display area, aspect ratio and normalized curvature for each concentration; the
table shows mean±SD; p-values<0.05 (red) indicate significance; platelets were pooled
from n=3 experiments; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox.
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Figure 4.43 – Platelet migration depends on albumin and the presence of extracellular
calcium. Upper panel: Representative DIC micrographs and related kymographs. Note
the increased aspect ratio in the presence of calcium and the higher membrane fluctuations
in the presence of albumin. Mean platelet shapes for the indicated number of measured
platelets are shown on the left. Middle panel: Total number of spreading and migrating
platelets per experiment is shown. Note, platelets only migrate in the presence of both
albumin and calcium. Calcium=200µg/ml; Albumin=1500µg/ml. Lower panel: Graphical
summary showing the relationship of platelet shape and functional outcome. Importantly,
only platelets with both an elevated aspect ratio and normalized curvature (related to the
presence of calcium and albumin, respectively) were migrating.
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4.6 Extracellular calcium mediates the switch from

spreading to migration by myosin IIa dependent

trailing edge formation

Consistent with the prominent role of extracellular calcium in regulating platelet polar-

ization and subsequent migration (see Fig. 4.41 and 4.42, both processes were imme-

diately blocked when we removed extracellular calcium by adding citrate to migrating

platelets (Fig. 4.44). This effect is specific to calcium, since other divalent cations did not

promote, but rather inhibited platelet migration (Fig. 4.45), most likely by increasing

integrin activation (Gailit and Ruoslahti, 1988). While exogenous calcium is dispensable

for integrin-dependent platelet spreading, a threshold calcium concentration of ≥ 75µM

is necessary to allow full-fledged migration (see Fig. 4.41). Together, this suggests that

calcium-dependent processes other than integrin-affinity modulation are triggering the

switch from platelet spreading to platelet polarization and migration. Modulation of in-

tracellular calcium levels plays a fundamental role in the control of platelet function. In

search of the mechanism underlying calcium-dependent control of migration, we there-

fore tested whether low extracellular calcium concentrations affect intracellular calcium

oscillations. In calcium-free buffer, spreading platelets remained sessile while showing

only minimal intracellular calcium oscillations. In contrast, amplitudes increased up to

8-fold in the presence of extracellular calcium (200 µM) and platelets became polarized

and started to migrate (Fig. 4.46A,B). To test whether the observed intracellular cal-

cium elevation is functionally relevant to platelet polarization and migration, we depleted

intracellular calcium by pre-treating platelets with BAPTA-AM. At a concentration of

10 µM, BAPTA-AM signficantly reduced platelet polarization and migration without af-

fecting platelet spreading (Fig. 4.46C,D,E). Higher concentrations of BAPTA-AM also

abolished platelet spreading, indicating that the intracellular calcium levels required for

spreading are lower than those required for polarization and migration (Fig. 4.46D). Ele-

vation of intracellular calcium has previously been shown to control cellular polarization

and migration through activation of myosin IIa, generating contractile forces necessary

for rear retraction and adhesion release (Lee et al., 1999). We found activated myosin IIa

mainly localized at the trailing-edge of migrating platelets (Fig. 4.47A). The activity of

myosin IIa depends on myosin light chain phosphorylation (pMLC) and is regulated by

the calcium-dependent myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) activation (Yang and Huang,

2005). Correspondingly, platelet pMLC was signficantly higher in the presence of cal-
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cium compared to a calcium-free microenvironment or intracellular depletion (4.47B).

To address whether myosin-mediated contraction functionally contributed to platelet po-

larization and migration we pharmacologically inhibited myosin IIa using blebbistatin.

Myosin inhibition had no signficant impact on platelet spreading, but dose-dependently

prevented absolute and fractional migration (Fig. 4.48). Population-based morphol-

ogy analysis revealed a significantly increased aspect ratio of the blebbistatin-treated

compared to vehicle-treated platelets, suggesting that platelets still polarize (Fig. 4.49).

Correspondingly, single cell analysis shows that blebbistatin-treated platelets continue to

polarize, however, they are unable to move their trailing-edge resulting in a reduced cen-

troid velocity and an abnormal platelet elongation (Fig. 4.48 and Fig. 4.49). Platelets

from MYH9-dficient mice revealed a similar migration defect (Fig. 4.50). Together,

calcium triggers a cascade ultimately culminating in platelet migration: Influx from the

extracellular space activates MLC. Subsequent myosin IIa-dependent contractile forces

then initiate polarization and adhesion release at the platelet rear, leading to platelet

migration.
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Figure 4.44 – A, Representative DIC time series of a migrating platelet before and after
citrate treatment. Please note the immediate stop of migration and the subsequent loss
of polarization. Scale bar = 10µm. B, Total number of spreading and migrating platelets
per experiment and fraction of migrating platelets were quantified before and after treat-
ment with citrate (100mM) or DMSO. Pooled from n=3 experiments; error bars=SEM;
ANOVA/TukeyHSD. C, Shape analysis of migrating platelets before and after treatment
with citrate (100mM) or DMSO. The mean shape and the analyzed platelet numbers are
shown for each group. Scale bar=5µm. Smooth density histograms displaying area, aspect
ratio and normalized curvature are depicted for each treatment; platelets were pooled from
n=3 experiments; ANOVA/TukeyHSD. D, Single platelet velocities were quantified before
and after treatment with Citrate (100mM) or DMSO. Pooled from n=3 experiments; red
bars indicate mean velocity; ANOVA/TukeyHSD.
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Figure 4.45 – Magnesium and manganese do not induce platelet migration. A, Repre-
sentative DIC images of platelets migrating in the presence of the indicated magnesium
and calcium concentrations. Yellow lines indicate the accumulated distance after 20min.
Scale Bar = 10µm. B, and C, The total number of spreading and migrating platelets
per experiment, fraction of migrating platelets and migration velocity are depicted for
platelets migrating in the presence of the indicated magnesium and calcium concentra-
tions. Platelets were pooled from n=3 experiments; red bars indicate the mean velocity;
error bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD. D, Representative DIC images of platelets migrat-
ing in the presence of the indicated manganese and calcium concentrations. Yellow lines
indicate the accumulated distance after 20min. Scale Bar = 10µm. E, The total number of
spreading and migrating platelets per experiment is depicted for platelets migrating in the
presence of the indicated manganese and calcium concentrations. Platelets were pooled
from n=3 experiments; error bars=SEM; ANOVA/TukeyHSD.
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Figure 4.46 – Intracellular calcium oscillations trigger platelet migration. A, Binary
masks of representative migrating platelets in the presence and absence of extracellular
calcium (left). Platelets were loaded with Fura-2-AM (5µM) and images were recorded at
340nm (red) and 380nm (green). Ratio-images (340nm/380nm) are shown (right). Kymo-
graphs show the front-rear distribution of the Fura ratio along the white dotted line. Scale
Bar = 5µm. B, Fura- ratios of representative platelets were recorded and plotted over
time. C, Representative DIC images of DMSO (control) and BAPTA-AM (10µM) treated
platelets. Yellow lines indicate the accumulated distance after 30min. Scale Bar = 10µm.
D, Total number of spreading and migrating platelets , fraction of migrating platelets
per experiment and migration velocity are depicted for BAPTA-AM (10µM, 30µM)- or
DMSO-pre-treated platelets. Pooled from n=3 experiments; error bars=SEM; ANOVA/-
TukeyHSD. E, Shape analysis of BAPTA (10µM) or DMSO (control) pre-treated platelets.
The mean shape is shown for each group; Scale bar=5µm (left panels). Smooth density
histograms displaying area, aspect ratio and normalized curvature for each group; the ta-
ble shows mean±SD; p-values<0.05 (red) indicate significance; platelets were pooled from
n=3 experiments; Wilcox test.
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Figure 4.47 – Calcium oscillations trigger myosin light chain phosphorylation. A,
Platelets were allowed to spread, immediately PFA-fixed before and after polarization/mi-
gration and stained with phalloidin-rhodamine (red) and anti-pMLC (green). Circularly
spreading platelets have a concentric distribution of actin and pMLC. The overlay clearly
shows a redistribution of myosin to the trailing edge of migrating platelets while an actin
dense rim-like structure remains at the leading edge lamellipodium. Scale bar= 5µm. B,
Myosin light chain phosphorylation (Ser16) is quantitatively reduced after depletion of
intracellular calcium or removal from the extracellular space.
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Figure 4.48 – Myosin IIa inhibition blocks platelet migration. A, DIC time series of a rep-
resentative Blebbistatin (50µM) treated platelet during spreading and polarization. Scale
bar= 5µm. B, The color-coded platelet outlines and the corresponding kymograph reveal
the functional dissociation of front and back resulting in platelet elongation (red arrows)
(right). Tracing of x/y-Ratio, Area, Centroid-velocity over time (left). C, Total number of
spreading and migrating platelets per experiment and fraction of migrating platelets after
Blebbistatin treatment. bleb(+)= 50µMBlebistatin (+) (inactive enantiomer); bleb 5/50=
5/50µM Blebbistatin(-). Platelets were pooled from n=5 experiments; error bars=SEM;
ANOVA/TukeyHSD. Single platelet velocities of migrating platelets were quantified for
Blebbistatin(-), Blebbistatin(+) or DMSO-treated platelets. Pooled from n=5 experi-
ments; red bars = mean; Kruskal-Wallis/Wilcox.
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Figure 4.49 – Myosin IIa inhibition alters platelet polarization. Shape analysis of DMSO,
50µM Blebbistatin(+) (inactive enantiomer) and 5/50µM Blebbistatin(-) treated platelets.
Please note that the aspect ratio is defined as long-axis (x)/short-axis (y) (see Material
and Methods). Hyper-polarization of Blebbistatin-treated platelets leads to an inversion
of the long axis and short axis axis and to a decreased aspect ratio. Since automatic
shape analysis does not detect this inversion, the program retrieved a false increase in AR.
Upper panels: Mean platelet shapes are shown for all groups and platelet numbers are
indicated. Scale bar=5µm. Lower panel: Smooth density histograms displaying area and
aspect ratio (x-axis) and normalize curvature as a density function (y-axis). Please note
that the treatment with the inactive enantiomer Blebbistatin(+) (bleb(+)) also has an
impact on platelet polarization measured by the aspect ratio. However, the comparison
with the active Blebbistatin(-) reveals statistical significance. Platelets were pooled from 5
experiments; the tables show mean±SD; p-values<0.05 (red) indicate significance; Kruskal-
Wallis/Wilcox.

Figure 4.50 – MYH9-/- platelets do not migrate. DIC micrographs show WT (PF4-
Cre;MYH9+/+) and MYH9-/- (PF4-Cre;MYH9fl/fl) platelets migrating for 30 min. Lower
panels depict total numberspreading and migrating platelets, fraction of migration and ve-
locity of migration for n=5 independent experiments. p-values<0.05 indicate significance;
Wilcox test. Scale bar= 10µm.
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4.7 Platelet migration facilitates thrombus formation

and reorganization in vitro and in vivo

Finally, we evaluated the biological relevance of platelet migration. In vitro, migrating

platelets that come into contact with one another immediately start to form micro-

aggregates (Fig. 4.51-4.55). These micro-aggregates continued to migrate collectively

thereby recruiting additional platelets into a growing thrombus (Fig. 4.51 and 4.53).

Inhibition of platelet migration by blocking αIIbβ3 integrin, by depleting extra- and in-

tracellular calcium or by inhibiting myosin-activation each abolished the formation of

motile micro-aggregates (Fig. 4.53 and 4.54). This process was resistant to shearing flow

at arterial rates and is therefore likely to contribute to platelet reorganization during

thrombus formation in vivo (Fig. 4.53). To test this, we co-infused CFDA- or DDAO-

tagged MYH9-deficient andcompensated control platelets into PF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti

recipient mice undergoing vascular injury (for details see Materials and Methods). This

allowed us to study the fate of individual platelets within the clot without altering

the process of thrombus formation. Indeed, initial clot-retraction, a process that is

known to partially depend on MYH9 (Leon et al., 2007; Calaminus et al., 2007), re-

mained unaffected indicating that the low number of infused non-contractile platelets

was compensated for by the myriad of untreated host platelets (Fig. 4.56 and 4.57).

Correspondingly, the number of initially incorporated MYH9-/- platelets was compara-

ble to control (Fig. 4.57). However, once recruited into the thrombus MYH9-/–platelets

mainly remained sessile, while control platelets rearranged their position by migrating

short distances (Fig. 4.56 and 4.57). Using this model we finally analyzed the relevance

of platelet migration and evaluated its impact on thrombus architecture, specifically on

the distribution of individual platelets within occlusive thrombi. Thrombi show a hetero-

geneous deposition of fibrinogen (Fig. 4.58). In vitro we found platelet migration to be

most efficient at intermediate fibrinogen concentrations, while very high concentrations

of fibrinogen suppress migration most likely due to an increase in substrate adhesiveness

(Fig. 4.32). Hence, migration of platelets should lead to their preferential accumula-

tion in areas of high fibrinogen over time. To test this, we measured the positioning

of migrating (control) and non-migrating (MYH9-/-) platelets relative to the fibrinogen

distribution (for details see Materials and Methods). As early as two hours after injury

we observed significantly more control platelets accumulated at areas of high fibrino-

gen concentrations, indicating that this is a non-stochastic process favoring regions of
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high adhesiveness. In contrast, significantly more non-migrating (MYH9-/-) platelets

remained at sites of low fibrinogen deposition (Fig. 4.58 and 4.59), despite normal re-

cruitment and incorporation into thrombi (Fig. 4.57 and 4.59). Interaction of platelets

with high concentrations of fibrinogen increases their resistance towards shear (Bonnefoy

et al., 2000), thus promoting thrombus consolidation and stabilization. During throm-

bus consolidation platelet accumulation at sites of high fibrinogen concentration occurs

in two distinct waves (Fig. 4.59 and 4.60): A migration-independent wave triggered by

the preferential adhesion of platelets to areas with high fibrinogen density and a second

wave that depends on the myosin IIa-mediated migration of platelets within the throm-

bus and their autonomous relocation from fibrinogen-poor to fibrinogen-rich regions.

More than one third of platelets are relocating to areas of high adhesiveness during the

latter migration-dependent phase of thrombus consolidation (Fig. 4.59). The defect in

thrombus stability and hemostasis observed in MYH9-deficient mice (Leon et al., 2007)

as well as in patients with May-Hegglin-Anomaly (MHA), an autosomal dominant dis-

order associated with the MH9-gene (Godwin and Ginsburg, 1974), supports the critical

contribution of platelet migration for thrombus consolidation.
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Figure 4.51 – Platelet migration promotes micro-thrombus formation. Upper panel: DIC
time series of platelets migrating in the presence or absence of serum. Yellow lines indicate
migration paths. Note the confluence of the paths at later time points. Left: When
platelets get into physical contact micro-aggregates are formed (color-coded aggregate-
size). Lower panel: Platelet-platelet interaction and agggregate-formation is depicted at
higher magnification. Left: in the presence of serum, single migrating platelets (yellow line)
that get into contact with each other, start forming aggregates and continue to migrate
collectively (pink line). Right: In the absence of serum platelets, even though in close
contact to each other remain sessile and do not form aggregates (white arrow head).
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Figure 4.52 – Platelet migration promotes micro-thrombus formation (quantification from
Fig. 4.51). Number of aggregates (≥2 platelets) was quantified over time. Note, the
increasing number of aggregates in the presence of serum.

Figure 4.53 – Micro-thrombus formation is resistant of blood flow. Platelet migration and
aggregate formation is resistant to aterial shear rates (1300/s). Flow direction is indicated
by the white arrow.
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Figure 4.54 – Impaired micro-thrombus formation following inhibition of platelet migra-
tion. Platelet micro-aggregate formation depends on GPIIb ligation, extra-and intracel-
lular calcium and myosin-activation, as well as a pro-migratory/anti-adhesive substratum
(Albumin). Representative DIC time series are shown for the indicated experimental
groups (1500µg/ml Albumin, 200µM Calcium, 10µM BAPTA-AM, 10µg/ml C7E5-Fab,
50µM Blebbistatin(-)). Yellow lines indicate platelet migration paths. White arrow heads
highlight areas of close platelet-platelet contact. After treatment with C7E5-Fab micro-
thrombi dis-aggregate (pink arrow head). Scale bar = 10µm.
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Figure 4.55 – Impaired micro-thrombus formation following inhibition of platelet migra-
tion (quantification from Fig. 4.54. Number of aggregates (≥2 platelets) was quantified
over time for the indicated experimental groups. The purple arrow head indicates the
timepoint of treatment with 10µg/ml C7E5-Fab. Statistical significance was tested for
Albumin/Calcium and Blebbistatin(-) treatment after 30min; p-values<0.05 indicate sig-
nificance; student’s t-test; scale bar = 10µm.
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Figure 4.56 – MYH9-/- platelets show impaired migration in vivo. Washed platelets from
PF4-Cre- and PF4-Cre;MYH9fl/fl -mice were stained with DDAO-SE or CFDA-SE and
competitively transfused into PF4-Cre;Confetti -mice. White arrows indicate blood flow.
White lines indicate migration paths. Note, that migratory behavior was independent of
the staining procedure. Scale bar = 10µm.

Figure 4.57 – MYH9-/- platelets show impaired migration in vivo (quantification from
4.56). Competitive recruitment of WT and MYH9-deficient platelets was measured
as MYH9/WT-ratio. Single platelet velocities during clot retraction are shown. Sin-
gle platelet velocities of migrating platelets and accumulated distances are shown. p-
values<0.05 indicate significance; Wilcox test.
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Figure 4.58 – Platelet migration reorganizes thrombus architecture. Left panel: cryo-
sections of occlusive carotid artery thrombi after 2 h following FeCl-injury. Note, the
heterogeneous distribution of fibrinogen (Alexa 546 labeled) within the thrombus. The
distribution of PF4-Cre (green) - and PF4-Cre;MYH9fl/fl (red) platelets is depicted. right
panel: fibrinogen intensity map: thrombi were segmented into 2 zones of equal area based
on the indicated fibrinogen intensity-threshold (also see Fig. 3.2). The co-localization of
fibrinogen intensity zones with platelets is shown at higher magnification below. Scale bar
= 500µm.
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Figure 4.59 – Platelet migration reorganizes thrombus architecture (quantification from
fig. 4.58). A, Left: Recruitment of platelets to fibrinogen intensity zones is shown as mean
platelet densities (numbers/ mm2). Dashed lines=stochastic platelet densities (fibrinogen-
independent). Right: migration-dependent and -independent platelet redistribution. n=16
sections from 8 independent thrombi. P-values<0.05 indicate significance; paired t-test;
scale bar=500 µm. B, Recruitment of PF4-Cre- and PF4-Cre;MYH9fl/fl platelets into oc-
clusive carotid artery thrombi after 2h following FeCl-injury is measured by the mean total
number of recruited platelets per experiment (right) and the ratio of PF4-Cre;MYH9fl/fl
to PF4-Cre platelets (left). n=16; p-values<0.05 indicate significance; paired t-test.
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Figure 4.60 – Autonomous locomotion of anucleated platelets facilitates thrombus con-
solidation. Schematic presentation of migration- independent and- dependent waves of
thrombus consolidation. Initial platelet recruitment to sites of vascular injury involves
aggregation and collective clot-retraction (wave 1). Subsequent autonomous migration
of platelets leads to redistribution within thrombi towards regions of higher adhesiveness
(wave 2). Platelet migration requires a characteristic front-rear polarity. Actin-mediated
protrusions and integrin-dependent adhesions are formed at the leading edge. A calcium-
mediated increase in myosin IIa-dependent contractile forces then initiates retraction and
adhesion release at the platelet rear resulting in forward locomotion.
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Platelet plug formation is considered to involve four distinct steps, platelet tethering,

adhesion, followed by activation and aggregation. By intravital 2-photon microscopy of

multicolor platelet reporter mice our study now identifies platelet migration as an addi-

tional and so far unrecognized event, which we show to control the spatio-temporal re-

organization of individual platelets during thrombus formation in vivo. We demonstrate

that migration of spread platelets is initiated by a morphologically distinct rearrange-

ment of the platelet cytoskeleton, involving αIIbβ3 ligation and actin polymerization

at the leading edge, as well as albumin-facilitated and calcium-dependent myosin IIa-

mediated adhesion release at the trailing edge (see Fig. 4.60). To overcome substrate ad-

hesiveness and to maintain their characteristic polarized shape, migrating platelets have

to generate contractile forces (see Fig. 4.60). Consequently, non-contractile, MYH9-

deficient platelets show impaired platelet migration resulting in altered thrombus reor-

ganization in vivo.

Non-mammalian vertebrates including birds have nucleated thrombocytes (Belamarich

et al., 1966). However, this property has not been conserved during the evolution of

specialized mammalian platelets, which are released as cytoplasmic fragments from

megakaryocytes (Zhang et al., 2012) and no longer possess a nucleus. Consequently,

the ability of mammalian platelets to migrate is linked to the fundamental question of

whether cells can migrate despite the absence of a nucleus. The nucleus is important

for de novo transcription, and its removal has originally been associated with impaired

motility in amoebae (Clark, 1942; Mazia and Prescott, 1955). Meanwhile, however, ex-

perimentally derived enucleated cytoplasmic fragments of protozoan and metazoan cells

have been shown to migrate without considerable impairment, indicating that the es-

sential machinery driving locomotion is positioned within the cytoplasm and does not

depend on a nucleus (Goldstein et al., 1960; Keller and Bessis, 1975; Euteneuer and

Schliwa, 1984). Therefore, in theory the platelet as a terminally differentiated anucleate
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cell fragment containing all contractile elements necessary for locomotion should also

be able to migrate (Bettex-Galland1959). Indeed, we show here persistent migration of

single platelets in vitro and in vivo, providing direct evidence for anucleate cell migra-

tion under physiological conditions in mammals, a phenomenon of potential relevance

beyond platelet biology (Yount et al., 2007; Yipp et al., 2012).

The high density of individual platelets during thrombus formation has complicated

imaging on a single cell level and the fate of individual platelets during this highly

dynamic process remained unclear. Although previous studies raised the hypothesis

that activated platelets might be able to migrate in the vicinity of vascular injuries

(Lowenhaupt et al., 1973; Valone et al., 1974) or in the context of inflammation (Cza-

piga et al., 2004; Pitchford et al., 2008; Kraemer et al., 2010), direct in vivo evi-

dence of platelet migration was lacking. Here, we generated multicolor platelet reporter

textitPF4-Cre/R26R-Confetti-mice to trace individual platelets during thrombus forma-

tion in vivo. Due to the polyploidy of megakaryocytes, platelets from PF4-Cre/R26R-

Confetti -mice show a wide range of individual colors enabling single platelet tracking

in vivo. Using this novel mouse model we observed that platelets localizing within

the tightly packed core region of the thrombus are immotile. However, a fraction of

platelets within the thrombus periphery remains dynamic and rearranges their position

in a process resembling migration. Migrating platelets show motility patterns distinct

from tethering and retracting platelets, characterized by a lower velocity and a lower

straightness of motility tracks. Platelet migration is resistant to blood flow, highlight-

ing the active nature of this process and ruling out passive Brownian motion. We also

excluded unspecific platelet motility caused by migrating leukocytes (von Brühl et al.,

2012), since platelet migration was also present in leukocyte-depleted mice. Platelet

migration follows a specific pattern of typical morphological changes. Prior to initiation

of migration, platelets polarize changing their morphology from a symmetric pancake-

like shape to a polarized half-moon-like shape. The resulting front-to-rear polarity is

established by a protruding, fan-shaped lamellipodium at the leading edge and a con-

tracting trailing edge, containing the cytoplasm-rich platelet ”‘pseudonucleus”’. Indeed,

this robust polarization allows the morphological discrimination of migrating and non-

migrating platelets by quantitative shape analysis, as previously observed in fish kera-

tocytes (Keren et al., 2008). Symmetry breaking and initiation of cell motility relies on

the spatial reorganization of cytoskeletal components. As such, the anisotropy of the

actin-myosin IIa-system represents an established source of polarity, where actin poly-
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merization is biased to the front end of a migrating cell, while myosin IIa retracts the rear

(Yam et al., 2007). Correspondingly, we show here that polarization and migration of

platelets requires actin-mediated protrusion at the leading edge and myosin IIa driven

retraction of the trailing edge. But what are the molecular triggers initiating these

critical rearrangements of the platelet cytoskeleton? Even though, migrating cells can

polarize in the absence of extracellular asymmetric cues (Wedlich-Soldner and Li, 2003)

many environmental guiding factors have been reported to reinforce cellular polarity

and to maintain directional motility (Petrie et al., 2009). During thrombus formation,

platelets also face a heterogeneous microenvironment constituted of diverse soluble as

well as immobilized molecular cues, triggering the hierarchical architecture of a thrombus

(Stalker et al., 2013). At the base of a penetrating vessel injury platelets strongly bind

to the exposed subendothelial matrix. Correspondingly, we found that platelets do not

migrate once in contact with collagen fibers. However, collagen-bound platelets release

secondary mediators, including ADP and TXA2, and thus attract additional platelets

to the site of injury (Packham et al., 1991). Here, we show that this ADP- and TXA2-

enriched microenvironment surrounding the thrombus core, is also highly supportive for

platelet migration. To spread and migrate on immobilized matrix-proteins platelets have

to maintain their major adhesion receptor integrin αIIbβ3 in an activated state, a pro-

cess largely dependent on the converged signaling of various platelet G protein-coupled

receptors (GPCRs). ADP-receptors (P2Y1, P2Y12) and TXA2-receptors (TPα, TPβ)

are coupled to distinct G proteins, Gαq/Gαi and Gαq/Gα12/13, respectively (Offermanns,

2006). Correspondingly, in the absence of ADP-mediated Gαi signaling, αIIbβ3 depen-

dent spreading on plasma proteins is largely abolished (shown here and in Shigara et al.

(2005)). On the other hand, TXA2 is mainly modulating the frequency and velocity of

migration, possibly through enhanced contractile signaling mediated by Gα12/13 (Klages

et al., 1999). In addition to these complementary effects, Gαi and Gα12/13 were shown

to also synergize in αIIbβ3 activation (Dorsam et al., 2002; Nieswandt et al., 2002). This

is consistent with our observation that the highest efficiency of platelet spreading and

migration are found in the presence of both mediators.

We also identified the substrate activated platelets are spreading and migrating on. Dam-

aged blood vessels provide a scaffold for many adhesive plasma proteins, with fibrinogen,

the major ligand of activated αIIbβ3, being the most abundant among them (Denis and

Wagner, 2007). Even though we detected high amounts of fibrinogen in the vicinity of

vascular injuries and in areas of platelet migration in vitro and in vivo, fibrinogen alone
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was not sufficient to promote platelet migration. Instead two additional serum factors,

albumin and calcium, are necessary to restore platelet migration in the presence of fib-

rinogen. Albumin, the most abundant serum-protein is well known for its anti-adhesive

properties and the presence of serum albumin reduces platelet spreading (Park et al.,

1991). Accordingly, we observed a decreased number of spreading platelets at higher

serum-to-fibrinogen ratios, while the fraction and speed of migrating platelets were in-

creasing. This highlights the important role of modulation of substrate adhesiveness in

the regulation of platelet migration, a general phenomenon previously demonstrated for

other cell types (Gupton and Waterman-Storer, 2006; Barnhart et al., 2011). But how

does albumin regulate fibrinogen-adhesiveness? Even though the presence of albumin

quantitatively reduces the amount of immobilized fibrinogen, this does not explain its

anti-adhesive action, since reduction of fibrinogen in the absence of albumin did not

initiate migration (Appendix Fig. 5.1). In addition, at serum-to-fibrinogen ratios of

approximately 10:1, spreading is not significantly reduced, while the number and frac-

tion of migrating platelets dramatically increases, indicating that platelet migration and

reduction of fibrinogen-dependent spreading do not correlate linearly. However, more de-

tailed analysis of platelets spreading at these albumin concentrations shows an enhanced

membrane ruffling, morphologically reflected by the increased curvature of their contour.

Membrane ruffling is known to result from continuously retracting membrane protru-

sions due to inefficient anchorage to the substratum and therefore serves as an indicator

of lower substratum adhesiveness (Borm et al., 2005; Gupton and Waterman-Storer,

2006). Our findings suggest that albumin alters fibrinogen-platelet and/or fibrinogen-

surface interaction at concentrations that do not affect platelet spreading. In fact platelet

interaction with surface-bound fibrinogen strongly depends on its conformational pre-

sentation, which is modulated by the co-absorption of albumin (Grinnell and Feld, 1981;

Lindon et al., 1986; Park et al., 1991). Noteworthy this anti-adhesive action is not spe-

cific to albumin but can be replaced by other anti-adhesive proteins, including casein

and ovalbumin (Appendix Fig. 5.2).

While the presence of albumin is required for establishing a low-adhesive, pro-migratory

substratum, we found that threshold-levels of extracellular serum calcium constitute

the molecular switch initiating the transition from spreading to migration. The impor-

tant role of extracellular calcium transients in platelet activation and thrombus forma-

tion is well established and several calcium entry sites have been discovered, includ-

ing the P2X1-receptor, the transient receptor potential ion channel 6 (TRPC6) and
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store-operated calcium entry via Stim1-Orai1 (Vial et al., 1997; Hassock et al., 2002;

Varga-Szabo et al., 2008; Braun et al., 2008). However, the role of calcium for platelet

migration as a novel platelet function remains unaddressed. Here we show that trans-

membrane calcium fluxes are amplifying intracellular calcium oscillations, necessary for

morphological polarization and subsequent platelet migration. Accordingly, removal of

extracellular Ca2+ or buffering of [Ca2+]i inhibits the migration of platelets. Calcium is

well known as a key regulator of cell migration and spatio-temporally coordinated cal-

cium fluxes mediate polarization, speed and directionality (Taylor et al., 1980; Brundage

et al., 1991; Hahn et al., 1992; Eddy et al., 2000; Gomez et al., 2001; Evans and Falke,

2007; Wei et al., 2009; Tsai and Meyer, 2012; Tsai et al., 2014). While localized cal-

cium fluxes at the leading edge of migrating cells are involved in directional steering and

turning, an intracellular calcium gradient from the front to the back has been shown

to correlate with myosin IIa mediated contractile forces necessary to release adhesion

sites facilitating forward movement (Wei et al., 2009; Tsai et al., 2014; Lee et al., 1999;

Martini and Valdeolmillos, 2010). Even though calcium-signals are not preferentially

localized towards the rear of a migrating platelet, we found that global extracellular

calcium-influx is required for MLC-phosphorylation (Ser19) and myosin IIa-activation.

Consequently, platelet rear retraction is dramatically reduced in the absence of calcium

oscillations. We thus defined calcium influx-mediated, myosin IIa-dependent adhesion

release as a key regulatory step in initiating the transition from spreading to migration.

Removal of extracellular calcium or inhibition of myosin IIa modulates platelet migration

without affecting spreading.

But does platelet migration affect thrombus formation in vivo? In vitro expermients

show that individual, initially dispersed platelets get into close contact as a result of

migration. Once in direct contact platelets form micro-aggregates that continue migrat-

ing, while fusing with other aggregates, thereby accelerating thrombus growth. Con-

sequently, platelets initially not precisely localized within a thrombus can intrinsically

optimize their positioning and thereby facilitate thrombus consolidation. Importantly,

platelet migration as an active cell-autonomous occurs independent of the collective,

contractile movement associated with clot retraction (Ono et al., 2008). While clot re-

traction is important to quickly stop acute bleeding, platelet migration is a rather slow

process unlikely to contribute to early steps of thrombus formation. Correspondingly,

we show that platelet locomotion rather supports subsequent thrombus reorganization

and consolidation by allowing platelets to reorientate towards regions of high fibrinogen
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concentration. Autonomous migration therefore primarily enables recruited platelets

to reposition to the areas of highest substrate adhesiveness within the heterogeneous

meshwork of developing thrombi, increasing clot resistance to blood shear forces. In

summary, we propose a new model of hemostatic and thrombotic plug formation, where

platelet migration is governed by the local adhesiveness of the micro-environment to en-

hance the probability of platelet-platelet- and platelet-fibrinogen-interactions leading to

thrombus consolidation at sites of injury. While our study identifies platelet migration as

a dynamic regulator in the context of thrombosis, it may also provide the missing func-

tional link to the poorly defined role of platelets in a wide range of (patho-)physiologies,

including chronic inflammation, cell mediated host-pathogen defense and development

(Boilard et al., 2010; Yeaman, 2014; Bertozzi et al., 2010).
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Appendix

Figure 5.1 – Quantitative reduction of immobilized fibrinogen is not sufficent to induce
platelet migration. Immobilized fibrinogen was quantified by measuring the fluorescence
intensity of Alexa 488 labeled fibrinogen. mean±SD is shown; p-values<0.05 (red) indicate
significance; n=3 experiments; ANOVA/TukeyHSD
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Appendix

Figure 5.2 – Anti-adhesive proteins can induce platelet migration in the absence of al-
bumin. A, Platelet migration was observed at the indicated concentrations of casein.
Trypsin-digested (tryptocasein) was used as negative control. The total number of spread-
ing and migrating platelets per experiment, fraction of migrating platelets and migration
velocity are depicted. Platelets were pooled from n=3 experiments; p-values<0.05 indicate
significance; student’s t-test; scale bar = 10µm.
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